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"Sound Learning Strengthens the Mind"
New Kids on the Block

WET 'N WILD is definitely the way to describe Gaiterization 1999—a week of insanity that welcomed nearly 7000 BABIES to the BU campus. This was a week of many firsts and it all began with the hypnotic wonders of Casey St. Jones, who made you believe that you were an exotic dancer on vacation or in a PURPLE ELEVATOR. Academic Orientation told you the 68 NIQU 1 tips to a great year. And how could we forget the first ever “Whacky World of Fruit” Field day... what a SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS that was! Have you ever seen so many STUDENT BODIES NEIL AND BOB for lifesavers buried in a bowl of flour? And what about the oh-so-messy watermelon spit? Thanks to all our judges—you were all true RIPPER KINGS! Revenge of the nerds accompanied by the delicious popcorn served by Student Services, couldn’t have been funnier. The highlight of the week...another first... The Watchmen. Huge concert, huge crowds—YOU FROSH'S FLAKES definatley know how to weather the storm! What would Gaiterization be without Yuk Yuk’s to lighten a day full of all the BISHOP’S 3:16 of registration. Divisional Receptions proved that pros can have a good time even through O’DOYLE RULES in the exam would have been as easy as hell, n’est-ce pas? (Only a few of you blew your cool, screaming “AQ”.) It was all worth it, however, as closing ceremonies proved. Now you can definately say: I came, I saw... I PHELTA THI!

To all those who joined in the fun and to those that made it happen, a million thank yous. Gaiterization 1999 proved with no doubt that PURPLE KICKS ASS! May Gaiterization 1999 be only the beginning of many great memories of BU.

Frances and Sean
Orientation Week Coordinators 1999
Raise a Little Hell!
“It matters not how a man dies, but how he truly lives.”
HOMECOMING
Homecoming, an annual celebration where the past meets the present in a weekend filled with excitement, lived up to all expectations in 1999. If the appearance of alumni on our beautiful campus failed to bring a smile to your face, surely the Gaiteers trouncing of the Queen's Golden Gaels in front of more than 3000 cheering fans did. Whether the highlight of the weekend was the performance of Queen's marching band at halftime, the endless number of house parties throughout Lennoxville, or the Saturday night bash at the old Pub, Homecoming 1999 will be remembered by all who attended.

"The time, the people, and the individual converge only once."
- H. Cixous
The Only Night in the World

Darkness presents itself...
Constellations on earth,
Road kill in living state,
Icicles walk,
Chickens dance,
80's trance,
Lewinsky's dress, who's a mess?
Carrot man and Frankenstein,
Clue characters, the Snowman,
Jolly Big G,
Dr. Evil,
A few geeks,
And their Prom Queen.

Disco girls prefer house,
Leprechauns prance,
Transvestites dance,
Martha Stewart,
The Underground,
Cowgirls, Roller Darling,
Kaleidoscope kids,
Out of the grave
Toothbrush and toothpaste try to behave...
'Gotta keep moving... Can't stop moving...

Don't forget my friends,
The Pub is only as big as it was yesterday...
After hours? After what hour?
Time is a companion on a long journey home.
Hallowe'en 1999 -

Never be left alone.
Creatures of the Night

“I saw reality, which is one of the most remarkable things that have happened to me.”
most powerful hallucinogens.” - R. Gray
Hypothermania 2000
DEAR BU STUDENTS,

GAITER ATHLETES AND COACHES APPRECIATE YOUR SUPPORT VERY MUCH. PLEASE HELP US MAINTAIN A 1ST CLASS SPORTING EVENT - ONE WHERE THE ENTIRE BISHOP'S/LENNOXVILLE COMMUNITY, AS WELL AS OUR ALUMNI, CAN BE PROUD OF.

"SPIRIT WITH CLASS" MEANS NO PROFANITY, NO BEER TOSING AND ANYTHING ELSE THAT CAN BE DETRIMENTAL TO OUR IMAGE AND MISSION AS AN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION. ENJOY THE GAME AND SHOW YOUR BU SPIRIT WITH CLASS!
"The trouble with trouble is that it usually starts out as fun."
“My trade and art is to live.”
Dear Mom,

I was wondering if you could send me money. I need it for books - boy, books are expensive. Bishop's is great.

Love, John

P.S. Can you send down my rain gear as well?

“Education is an admirable thing, but it is well to remember from time
to time that nothing worth knowing can be taught.” - Oscar Wilde
"I need so much time for doing nothing that I have no time for work." - P. Reverdy
Girls Just Want...
to Have Fun!
"A friend is someone who knows all..."
about you, but loves you anyway.” - anon.
a little boy.” - Joseph Hetler
Bishop's
In

"Make a statement ...
Without

'60's
'70's
'80's
'90's
Fashion

taxing

w word..."
Jody Levoy
(Director/Choreographer)
Sonia Fisher
(Fashion Co-ordinator)

Cast:
Jen Conroy
Stephanie Hogg
Meaghan Mosher
Heather Crook
Kelly Keating
Emily Bennett
Holly MacKenzie
Paul Kingston
Meaghan O'Hara
Shannon Murphy
Melissa Gradeen
Jeff Thompson
Vanessa Angell
Rachel Butler
Krista Wallace
Christiane Kelly
Kris Black
Jessica Hurtwelker
Colleen Starnaman
Laurie Dyke
Kevin King
Maryline Decarie
Lee O'Conner
Ann-Marie Chacko
Living with a consciousness is like driving with the brakes on.
Budd Schulberg
You are cordially invited to attend a gala evening on Friday March 25th, 2000.

This evening will be to celebrate the graduating class of 2000, and will be held at the Hotel Chambord in Montréal, Quebec. Cocktails will be served at 6:30 p.m. Dinner will be served at 8:00 p.m. with a night of dancing to follow.

Dress for the evening is black tie or formal eveningwear.
In The Heart!!
Kathleen Adams
Toronto, ON
BA Liberal Arts, Minor Music
I'm so happy to be smart now. (I loved the ride, Baby).

Steve Agnew
Woodstock, NB
BSc. Major Psychology,
Concentration Neuroscience,
Minor Biology, Gerontology

Lindsay Affleck
Jane Akroyd

Jonathan Allen
St-Zachahie, QC
BA HR & MGMT
BU memories will remain 4 ever. Special thanks to mom, dad, and family—not to forget my girlfriend—for your love and encouragement. I love you all. Time to go now!!

Justine Alsop
Andrew Ashbee
Remi Aucoin

Scott Baker
Toronto, ON
BA Maj. English, Min. Drama
Wow...look at that cute guy in his robe! Just a final note; for all those who said it couldn’t be done? That’s all right, that’s OK, you’ll be working for me someday. SB INHOC

Jennifer C. Banks
Rosemère, QC
BBA HR, Marketing
Touch, feel, smell, taste, dream, explore, discover, wish, play, create...what else is there to do? Cheers! AOE, BESITOSXXX

Sara Barclay
Vancouver, BC
BSc. Biology
Love&thanks to my friends for all the memories, to my family, especially mom&dad, and to my boy-i love you! Good luck everyone-follow your dreams!

Dominic Barrieau
Sarah Bazuk

Rodolphe Beaumeu
Fred Belhumeur  
Repentigny, QC  
BBA Finance  
Everything was great. See you all later on a golf course! Thanks for everything.

Carl Bennett  
Montreal, QC  
Liberal Arts  
"every child is born with a message...maybe a work of art, maybe something he’ll say that completes the explanation of why we’re here..." I’ll never forget you guys!

Christine S. Bennett  
Bishopston, QC.  
BA Psych. Min. Sociology  
Thank you mom & dad ($) Dave, Mel, K-Ann & Dan; HB, BW, SL, JM, RK, FP; teachers (Mr. Robertson): You all made me believe I could.

Robert Benson  
West Bolton, QC  
BA Honours Fine Arts  
Heartfelt thanks to my mother and Mr & Mrs EA Gordon without whose support none of this would’ve been possible. In been a memorable experience. Thanks to the Bishop’s faculty.

Denise Bernier

Joel Bettridge

Sylvain Bernier

Kristina Black  
Dunrobin, ON  
BA Maj. Psych, Min. Music  
This degree is for my family & friends who have been full of support & understanding. I have grown scholastically and interpersonally. Nothing but memorable moments & no regrets. Thank.

Hannah Blades

Isabelle Boisvert  
Lévis, QC  
Now that it’s all done I can look back & be proud of me 4 the choices I’ve made. Thx 2 my family 4 their support & Max 4 your patience, help & luv. The world is ours, take it and smile!

Kimberly Bonnell

Korine Bouchard  
Sherbrooke, QC  
BA Drama  
B.U. has changed me thanx to the greatest people I met. À ma famille, Amis & Beni Merci de croire en moi, The future belongs to those who are passionate. Break a leg!!!

Dany Boulay

Nicolas Bourdon  
Québec, QC  
Honours Psychology  
Thanks to Dr. Stout, Dr. McInville, Christian, Magali, Genviève, Mireille, Miyoung, Stéphane, Yue Li, my parents and the beauty of the Townships for making my stay at Bishop’s a pleasure.

Geneviève Boutin  
Québec, QC  
BBA Int’l Business  
The mist of England there was a sun: Ge. From rugby to friends, she is passionate and lively...and she knows what she wants! May your determination bring you the best...wherever! Your UK mates.
Mireille Boutin
Sainte-Foy, QC
BBA Finance, Int'l Bus.
Thanks to everyone who made my BU experience so enjoyable especially Mom and Dad for their love and support.
London, Amsterdam...where next? The world is ours, good lick to all!

Misti Mowen

Mike Bower

Krista Bradley
Markham, ON
BA Politics
Each person holds a brush with which they paint their future-MB,Bs,Teble,robette,d&m,ewine-
Bk&n#9 girls-bdaydins &
games -Cuba-Marno-cboyssmom,dad &CB-thaxx&Lav-MG, SLU &
daydreams. Thaxx Bish!

Megan Brayford
Toronto, ON
BA Drama
Thanks to all who gave me the memories! Have fun always SQUIRRELS-who know what i've NEVER done-ROOMIE-You'll always be my wingman PV-
Full Effect Steve-with/without - forever! Keep it real!

Holly Brown
Peterborough, ON
BA Psychology
Ready or not here comes the "real world"! I just want to wish good luck to my fellow graduates and to give a special thanks to Sara- I love you.
May all your dreams come true...

Seth Brown
Summerstown, ON
BA Psychology

Stephanie Brown

Milan Budalic

Monica Buonocore

Carl Burton
Toronto, ON
BBA Finance
Thanks to all my TRUE friends who helped make this place endurable, especially EJL. Always persevere.

Forbes Campell
Hudson, QC
Honours History, Min. Drama
What a long strange trip it's been! Thanks to my family for all their love, support and occasionally money. Love to all my buds past and present-this is only the beginning! Yeah, Yeah!

Meghan Campbell
Vancouver, BC
BA Education, Min. Psych.
To good friends and good times. I love you all.

Sandra Campbell
Brockville, ON
BAA, HR
Raise a toast to BU for my best years. Thanks to all who made it what it was. SK,JB,JS,ES,KM and Mike.
Thanks to Mom, Dad & Steve for love and Support.

Erica Cantelon
Toronto, ON
BA Philosophy, Religion
So what's it all about? Play more, have fun, love people, love Him, do good...live a life worth living.
Jess Cantelon  
Toronto, ON  
BA Philosophy, Religion  
I left my home of unreachable heights hopelessness is its foundation. Rescued I have moved now being a slave of the good, a lover of beauty, anything but perfect, a child of God.

Elvira Caparelli  
Cornwall, ON  
BBA Finance, Economics  
4 years have come & gone to fast. Thanks to everyone I met along the way. A special thanks to my family for their support & for the great care packages. Cheers BU.

Julie Carrier  
Patrick Charbonneau  
Sainte-Foy, QC  
BBA Finance  
Thank you Mom, Dad, all my friends & BU. Without your support it would not have been possible. God luck & fave fun!!

Francis Carbonu

Gord Carter  
King City, ON  
BBA Marketing, Phil., Rel.  
Life moves pretty fast if you don’t stop and look around once in a while. You could miss it.

Pablo Castillo  
Leon, Mexico  
BA Honours French

Dave Charest  
Sherbrooke, QC  
BA Business  
Bishop’s was an incredible experience. Now its time to turn the page and do something else. I keep a very good souvenir to all of you. Good luck.

Tu Chia Chi  
Vancouver, BC  
BBA Management Science  
Thank you to my family, without your love & support none of this would have been possible.

Chih-Kang Chu  
Taipei, Taiwan  
BSc. Computer Science  
I think, therefore I am. Thanks to my parents and friends, without your support, I wouldn’t be here. Thank you!!

Catherine Clayton  
Cardinal, ON  
BA English, Min. Psych.  
Thanks Mom & Dad for your love & support. To the ladies, I love u all...may you be well on your road, I know you’ll get by, life is the flowers that grows from the knots we use.”

Louis-Philippe Cliche

Sylvain Cliche  
Quebec City, QC  
BSc. Computer Science  
Hello, and good place to find me is at the Montreal jazz festival. Else, I might be in J9 or swimming in the pool. I also listen to the likes of Bowie, Brel and the Residents.

Errico Cocchi  
Montreal, QC  
BBA Finance  
I had a blast at Bishop’s. Thanks to everyone who made this possible. Good luck to all of the graduating class of 2000; one of a kind.

David A. Cole  
Burlington, ON  
BBA HR, Mgmt Sc., Econ.  
Thanks Mom, Dad for not giving up hope. Cheers to the old boys and the new crew, roadtrips, rentals and parties. Celica-RIP  
In_kaiforever, DC.
Mi Hai Comloganu
Sherbrooke, QC
BSc, Computer Science
"...now I'm opening out like the largest telescope that ever was! Good-bye, feel!" -Lewis Carroll-

Jennifer Conroy
Richmond Hill, ON
BA Political Studies

Janice Cook
Chesterville, ON
"Always remember to forget the things that made you sad; Never forget to remember the things that made you glad."
Anonymous

Chris Cooper

Lisa Corbeil

Stephen Cossette

Genviève Côté
Sherbrooke, QC
Thanks to all who believed in me. Reach for your dreams. Carpe diem.

Madeleine Côté
Montreal, QC
BA Sociology
I did it! Thanks Mom Franky Dad & everybody else, you know who you are. Never forget Spring School JC! It's not getting there that matters, it's the journey you embark on that counts!

James P.A. Coutright
Ottawa, ON
BA Geography
To all my good friends I thank you. It was a blast so many memories that I will never forget and all those that I will never remember. Thanks to all the boys, the BURFC and To all the girls.

Michael Crook
Sherbrooke, QC
BBA Marketing
Ton, D,T,T&J:ThxSoMuch ForCont'dLuve&Support& EspxSundaysIluvUAIiffPhilAlex Jackson,Here's Tolommae Candlercks Small Bathems ClassroomMaps323TripsGolf Courses&Lion'D or The Dudels Gonna Take A Bath!

Melissa Cruchon
Sherbrooke, QC
BA Education
Thanks Mom & Dad 4 your love and support. Without you, this would not have been possible. Nat & Laurie-thanks for the memories-good luck. To Stew-live & thanks. ES.

Ian S. Cruickshank
Beaconsfield, QC
BBA HR & Marketing
I'm ready to go. My 3 years at Bishop's have been some of the best I've had. Made better by BUCS, BU Ski Team, and most of all, the CUASC. Thanks to all those who have supported me.

Tafford Crump

Bradley Current
Thax Joy, ON
BBA Finance
Thanks to everyone who has made a difference in my BU life. Thanx MA&PA Thanks BURFC for giving me one good reason to be here I'll miss it all when I'm gone...PSYCH...Keep it real.

Liane Curtis
Paolo D'urso  
Fleurimont, QC  
BBA Management Science  
Thank you to everyone who has made my experience at Bishop's one I will never forget. Wonderful memories, great friends & laughs. Thanks Mom & Dad for your love and support.

Philip Darby  
Fleurimont, QC  
BBA Management Science  
Thank you to everyone who has made my experience at Bishop's one I will never forget. Wonderful memories, great friends & laughs. Thanks Mom & Dad for your love and support.

Patricia Davidson  

Emily Deacon  

Ryan DeBrusk  
Guelph, ON  
BBA International Business  
The past four years are full of experiences I will always remember. From Mack to Malta to the Lion, Bishop's was one hell of a time! Never lose to UCH! and Now, the real world beckons.

Danielle de Graaf  
Port Williams, NS  
BSc. Biology  
Remember there will always be good and bad times, but good times will always prevail. Thanks Mom and Dad for your love and support.

Nancy DeRocers  
Moncton, BNB  
BSc. Biology  

Kelly Dewhurst  
Collingwood, ON  
BA French  
Thx2my fam-my backbone-fan-ny future-Thx2RARH, RTWMJAGTHSHEB, LG&espKM4BUAdventures! Some people may say you are going the wrong way, when it is simply a way of your own. Bye BU.

George Dimacaos  

Nina Di Stefano  
Sherbrooke, QC  
BA Honours Political Studies

Helen Dockerill  
Nanaimo, BC  
BA Spanish, German  
Minds are like parachutes-they only function when open. -T. Dewar- Mum & Dad Thanks for your love and support.

Megan Donovan  
Quispamsis, NB  
BA Honours History  
I still find each day too short for all the thoughts I want to think...And all the friends I want to see  
-John Burrough-

Faisal Dosani  

Susan Drinkwater  
Halifax, NS  
BBA International Business  
"It is good to have an end to journey toward; but it is the journey that matters in the end." Mom&Dad I couldn't have made it this far w/o your L&S. Thanks to all my friends who've made this so memorable.

Jessica Duguay
Paul D. Duncan  
Streetsville, ON  
BBA Finance  
Thanks to my Mom & Dad for your  
Love & Support. PL SJD thanks  
for being my support system and my  
drinking buddies. Phase I over, see  
you at the next level. MAC 349  
3CLF302 H205 CUBU

Ryan Dunlop  
Michelle Dunn  
Marianne Dupuis  
Victoriaville, QC  
BA Business  
Goodbye Bishop's and thanks  
for the memories. The  
future belongs to those who  
believe in the beauty of their  
dreams.

Maxime Surivage  
Montreal, QC  
BBA  
Thanks Mom & Dad for the  
wonderful experience. How  
could I forget the place where  
I met the love of my life!

Peter Durst  
Markham, ON  
BA History  
If I told you about all that  
went down, it would burn off  
both our ears! E-I-E-I-ENDO.  
Intensification of the  
Russification. R.I.P Boozy  
"Well there's a drink killer"  
BUPPT

Hannah Emmerson  
Carl Ensio  
Cara Fabre  
Patricia Falls

Daniel Fassina  
Chad Fearn  
Chris Fearn  
Sarah Feldberg  
Ottawa, ON  
BA English, Comm. St. Meth.  
"So she sat on with closed  
eyes, and half believed herself  
in Wonderland, though she  
knew she had but to open  
them again and all would  
change to dull reality"  
-Lewis Caroli

Susana Ferreira  
Porto, Portugal  
BA English, Sociology  
Thanx to my parents who  
supported me. Thanx also to  
my sisters and to my  
boyfriend. I couldn't have  
done it without your love and  
support. I love you all.
Melanie Fillion  
Lennoxville, QC  
BA History  
I couldn’t have done it without the love and encouragement. Many thanks to my family esp Ernie, Nathan & Nick. I love you! To AM & LA thanks for making it great. Long live the ‘fishbowl’!

Victoria Florez  
Medellin, Columbia  
BA Political Economy  
I would like to thank my parents, my brothers, friends and Magnus for being with me and for giving me so much support throughout my career.

Aaron Foley  

Erin Ford  
Newmarket, ON  
BA Education  
To the wonderful friends I have made and the teachers I have learned from at Bishop’s. Thank you for the cherished memories, experiences & success you have brought to my life CHEERS!

Megan Forrest

Keiko Fujita  
Narita, Japan  
BA Modern Language  
Thanks to Mom & Dad, all the staff and profs and friends from Bishop’s, especially Lillian, David, Emilia, Suzanne, Fatuma, Yoko. I’ll always remember you all and wish you the best somewhere.

Alain Gagne  
St-Georges, QC  
BBA Management Science  
Life is like a blank account; we must make the deposits before withdrawals can be made.

Robert Gagne

Julie Gagnon  
Quebec, QC  
Bsc Honours Biochemistry, English

Ellen Gietz

Ian Gillis  
Halifax, NS  
BA Honours Music, Math  
Thanks to family for love, friends for support, and profs for inspiration. Fastest 4 years and 4000 I ever spent. Good times in the bubble. Civis Lennoxvillius SUM

Simon Ginger

Andie Gordon  
Nepean, ON  
BA Honours Politics  
Many thanks to all of you who made my four years at Bishop’s the best ones of my life. These ARE the good old days.

Shawna Gordon  
Toronto, ON  
BA Psych & HR  
Mom, Dad, Kris, Nana, your love and support over the last 4 years will never be forgotten. To all the incredible people I have met. GR.LO.PLS.W.AW Thanks for everything! PUB GIRLS RULE!
Helene Gosselin  
Granby, QC  
BA Honours Sociology  
"Success is the sum of small efforts repeated day in and day out..."  
-Robert Collier-

Sophia Gravel  
Morrisburg, ON  
BBA Mgmt Science, Econ  
Thanks Mom & Dad 4 your love, support & wisdom:  
"Perseverance will prevail where all others will fail" This old & new. my little sisters HT & SK.  
Betas & especially Michael-I love you AOE-sophia.

Jodi Green

Lindsay Grubbe  
Markham, ON  
BA Sociology, French  
Thanks to those who helped me thru 3 years of hard work. The Love Shack & friends will be remembered forever. Special thanks to Joy & Wendy I'll miss you dearly.

Beth Gunn  
Antigonish, NS  
BSc. Honours Biochemistry  
To 4 great years at Bishop's full of memories. Thanks to my family and friends who have made this possible. Love in AOE-Beth

Samantha Gutierrez

Cody Hancharyk

Joel Hanning

Nicholas Harazty

Jessie Harding

David Harrington  
Bowmanville, ON  
BBA Finance, Economics  
4 years have come & gone, and the time has finally come to leave this place I have come to call home. Thank you to everyone who has helped shape this experience— you know who you are.

Krista Hartley

Katie Haslett  
Vancouver, BC  
BA Honours Sociology  
It is the people you meet & the places you go that forever alter your life. Thanks to all those at BU for that memory. Mom & Dad for all the support! Dave for the love & encouragement.
Janet Hatcher
Regina Beach, SK
BSc. Biology
"Some people come into our lives and quickly go. Some stay for a while, leave footprints on our hearts and we are never the same." Thanks to those who enriched my time at Bishop's.

Erin Haus
Calgary, AB
BA Honours Art History
LF, PL, SK, 4OB, Rugby Chix...
My-BU-Education
Know thyself,
Smile.
Then get to know Everyone else.

Darcy Hill
Wolfville, NS
BA Philosophy
Thanks to Dad, Jessica, and Gramps for all their love & support. Thanks to y'all who made it at blast. "It's one small step for a man...I have a dream!"

Emily Holmes
Victoria, BC
BA Sociology, Geography

Maxine Holmquist
Sherbrooke, QC
BBA Finance
Thanks to all of you-family and friends-who believed in me and encouraged me throughout this wonderful experience. I finally did it!

Marie-Lynda Horth
Calgary, AB
BA Honours Political Studies
NOR 31x3 NYCx2 This place made me smile. See you at the horse shoe.

Brian C. Horton
Mississauga, ON
BA Honours Sociology
Hangin' out, down the street:
The same old thing, we did last week; Not a thing to do, but talk to you.
Thank you to everyone who made these past few years so memorable.

Adrienne Hudson
Lucasville, ON
BA Honours Sociology
Good times, great friends! Thnx
Dra & Ol for diningroom, MP for roof over my head! FC, Coopers,
GAITERS 66,94, 10, 32, 5, 98, 6, 13, 91. Mom & Dad for patience and most thanx to my blue skies.

Anthony Hurd

Lorna hynes
Labrador City, NF
BA Business
Goodbye cabin fever-hello sanity!
Thnx Mom & Dad 4 your unconditional love & support out you I'd be degreeless. YH & CH I luv u & I'll c u next yr.
Dave berg, I'll c u in the ring!

Mark Jennings

Adam Jezewski
Almonte, ON
BBA Finance

Marc-Etienne Julien

Carolyn Kakebeeke

55
Mia F. Kakebeeke  
Georgeville, QC  
BSc, Honours Biology  
First, I would like to thank my parents for all their support, my sisters for always being there for me & my friends for making these 3 years so memorable.

Sophie Kamermayer  
North Vancouver, BC  
BBA Human Resources  
The past 4 years have been full of fun & memories—especially Quebec city & Spring with my sisters. To my parents, JB, HT, SC, SG, KL, JS. All my sisters—thank you and I love you.

Cyrus Kang  
Vancouver, BC  
BBA Finance  

Jelena Kapor  
Sherbrooke, QC  
BSc, Computer Science  

Ognjen Kapor  
Sherbrooke, QC  
BSc, Computer Science  

Kai Kapusta  
Etobicoke, ON  
BA Social Sciences  
Two things got me through University, my family and Andy.

Mark Kearney  

Tara Keats  

Melissa Keefe  

Amy Keirstead  
Caledonia, NS  
BSc. Honours Chemistry  
It's been fun: Pollack Girls2, 3A & 3C, 5 Watson, SRC, Chemkids, QB, Bailey's. Thanks KM, LN, Sal, Mum & Dad. I couldn't have done it without you. 4 years gone by too fast. Thanks BU-You were great.

Patty Kelly  

Jenn King  
Moncton, NB  
BBA International Business  

Kevin A. King  
Richmond Hill, ON  
BA Honours Sociology  
Too many memories to mention. Thanks to those who were always there. Mom & Dad & Mat-MS, MM, AP, DS, RW, AL, CC, MC. Remember PTP, NYC, SRC, MGB, 18 Reed. Love ya Stacey. Here's to the class of 2000-CHEERS!

Jamie Kokiw  
Oakville, ON  
BA Honours Drama  

Lori Kolatschek  
Mansonville, QC  
BBA Human Resources  

Josée Lamoureux
Sherbrooke, QC
BBA Marketing
Dave @ Macdonald, 40 min @ Owl's Head! My living room: H209, Drolet's Classes w/ Ti-Marc... Monica, Darby, Marie-Eve, Alain, Ian & late...Luv u all.

Jennifer LaPlante
Smiths Falls, ON
BA Honours Sociology
"Time you enjoy wasting, is not wasted." -John Lennon. Thanks to my parents and pals for all of the support and good times possible! Jan and Mills-Keep it crazy!

Jeff Lareau
J. Scott LaCroix
Kingston, ON
BA Sociology
How did it get so late so soon? It's night before it's afternoon. December is here before it's June. My goodness how the times has flown. How did it get so late so soon? -Dr. Seuss-

Juanita Lauzé

Sara Lemaire
West Brome, QC
BA Sociology
Hi Mom and Dad, I have finally made it! Now I only have 1 more to go. Thanks for everything you have done for me. Thanks also goes out to Tom 4 putting up with me. LUV U ALL!!

Pamela Leslie
Newmarket, ON
BA Psychology
Thanks Mom, Dad, Pat, Trev. Gram 4 your luv, S. & support. Cheers to all those people who made my time here awesome especially TM DH RS LM SG LO. PUB GIRLS RULE!

Chantal Lessard
St-Frédéric, QC
BBA Accounting
A little help does a great deal! A special thanks to teachers LZ, LL. Thanks Mom & Dad for believing in me. May his spirit live forever! Goodbye my friends. Love you all! XX.
Tara Lee Lessard
Riverview, NB
BA Honours Sociology
Mom, you taught me that self reliance is the only road to true freedom. Thanks CRONIES, 4 being old enough to know better but still too young to care. Acoustic Tues., Ollie, BUD Later.

Amber Lewis
Mississauga, ON
BA Geography
What can I say. I’m Greek! Well Rolley, you finally got your van and made it outta here, so good luck completing your life long dream of windsurfing naked in Greece with Tom Sellick!

Roland Lewis
Cowansville, QC
BBA Finance
Thanks for all the memories. Thanks Mom & Dad & all the friends I will remember forever. Cheers!

Louis Lizotte
Alliston, ON
BA French, Drama, Educ. Some people come into our lives and quickly go. Some stay for a while, touch our hearts and we are never ever the same. Thanks Bishop’s.

Bill Logan
Toronto, ON
BA Economics
Don’t be dismayed at goodbyes, a farewell is necessary before we can meet again, and meeting again, after moments or a lifetime, is certain for those who are friends.

Peter Ludlow
Antigonish, NS
BA History
Happy he with such a mother. ‘Tenevysen’

Shaun Luft
Wolfville, NS
BA History
I came, I saw, I went to the other side of the world, I came back, then I conquered. Thanks to the fam dam. I think, therefore I am.

Kristina Lynham
Burlington, ON
BA Fine Art, Comp. Science

Allison MacDougall
Wyckoff, NJ
BA Psychology

Jennifer MacEachern
South Melville, PEI
BSc. Honours Biology

Natalie MacIntyre
Halifax, NS
BA Psychology

Leslie MacKay

Tim MacKay
Amy Mackinnon
Williamstown, ON
BSc. Biology

Shannon MacLeod
Oakland, NJ
BA Honours Political Studies

Lynn Mahoney
Planet Earth
BBA Marketing
My experience at BU has
irrigated the soil of my
imagination with the rich
nectar of friends and
memories. Thanks to my
family who have radiated the
warmest sunlight to grow in.

Philippe Mailhot
Vancouver, BC
BBA Finance, Accounting
Thansks to: MJT JD DL AA
NPB KH HT Rach JM OS
Scotty CK KM DS Dale JA
H205 (we rock!), LL The
log, and esp. M&D for all the
support. Raise a toast, were
done! Guard well, IHSV.

Stephanie Maston
Fredericton, NB
BA Political Studies, Soc.
Thanks to my parents and
sisters for thier love, my
roomies LV MB LB, Pollack
&Dewies. I'll miss my skiing
buddies Holly, Karel, Frank,
Lisa & Shayne. I love you
Kev!

Sneha Mathew
Brossard, QC
BA Sociology
If my degree were an award,
then I would thank my
family & friends &
professors, as well as all
those singers whose songs
played while I studied to get
me where I am today.

Bettina Matthiesen
Granby, QC
BA Education

Elisa Martin
Karen Martin
Toronto, ON
BA Business, Economics

Kevin Martin
Campbellville, ON
BBA Finance
I'll raise a toast to the best 4
years of my life. TKS Bishop's,
Norton, Above the law & the
halfway house-Cheers. Bus I
salute you. TKS M&D for the
support & patience. Till next
time.

Wendy Martin

Kimberly Mason
Lennoxville, QC
BA Geography
It a picture could say a thousand
words, this one seems to say
BLEAH! School was good,
friends good, parties good,
geography good, snowboarding
good. Good Times.

Tracy Maunce

Taylor McAuslan
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Sean P. McCammon  
Burlington, ON  
BA Geography  
Boy am I CUTE! Look at that sweet hair. Thanks BU 4 the opportunity 2 ROCK OUT. This is the best place on Earth. Thanks EX. Thax  
Mom, Dad, Chris, & Thank you T'Okrä Time 2 Press ON!

Kate McConnell  
Toronto, ON  
BBA Finance  
Thank-you to my Lord Jesus, my family, Leslie, and my Beta Brothers. It has been a charmed life. IN PARADISIUM  
RHULALSMSGSL @ www.XTCINK.com. I love you  
Foxy -KAI-

Sarah McMaster  
Ottawa, ON  
BA Political Science  
I was the studious one! Shall we ever cross paths in the future, and I'm not quick enough to notice...Don't be afraid to stop and say Hello to an old friend.

Kylene Mellor  
Toronto, ON  
BA Liberal Arts, Music  
The most wasted of all days is one without laughter. Thax to all who've helped me become who I am - Especially Krysta for her unconditional love. Follow your bliss.

Sam Menard  
Andrea Metzger  
BA Sociology, Music  
Dance like no one's watching, work like you don't need the money, and love like you've never been hurt.

Michael Mills  
Halifax, NS  
BBA Finance, Int'l Business  
Fastest, best 4 years ever. Rez life, 15 College, Australia, 18 Reed! QB/Pub, CIAU's, STONES, U2, BBOYS, MGB. Thax BU for the crazy times. To my Mom & Dad, the boyz, friends & Jen HANKSALOT for all.

James Millward  

Leighsah Ann Millward  
Ingleside, ON  
BA Music, English  
Thanks to family, friends, and staff that helped me through my years here. I will miss BU. GO GAITERS!!

Andrea Monette  
Tara L. Moreau  
Toronto, ON  
BSc. Biology  
To all my fellow weebies who wobble but don't fall down. Good luck in all you do. To my family, friends & Jax...Thank-you for giving me the courage to follow my dreams. I love you all!

Jennifer Morin  
Nicole Mortveit
Shannon-Kira Mumkittbrick

Graham Munro
Woodbridge, ON
BBA Marketing

Mark Munzar

Adriana Murphy
Rockville, MD
BA Honours History
I never stopped learning or caring & in the end, I probably never will. Long live the Fishbowl & all those who dare to ask the question and work to change the answers. Cheers!

Sean Murphy
Richmond, ON
BBA Marketing
Special thanks to my parents, 162-Serge/Mark, 5 Watson, BBQs After looney Tues w/Ryan, Adam & Sab's, Kerri/Tara, Pollack Girl, Meg/Chris/Jen/ Mike, Labatt 50, Holly, Amy K, Kathy, Lisa/Dennis & Niki.

Claire Mysak

Brent Nadeau
Lennoxville, QC
BA Honours Music
If it wasn’t for Michael I would never have come to BU. 6x later I’m graduating! Thanks Melissa, Marcus, and Mike. Love you all! “You will respect my authority” EC.

Meredith Napier

Mark Natal
Cowansville, QC
BBA Finance
Time flies when you’re having fun. Thanks to all who made it possible. Mom, Dad & Mel for your love & support. Tuesday nights with the boys. Grad 2000. Keep the good times coming!

Kelly-Ann Neary
Kirkland, QC
BBA International Business

Farrell Nette
Wolfville, NS
BSc, Honours Biology
“This above all: To thine own self be true.” -Shakespeare. Much love and thanks to my incredible parents and my terrific sisters.

Lisa Ann Nichols
Port Williams, NS
BA Educational Studies
Thanks for the memories BU, I learned a lot! Thanks girls & DT for all the good times & great laughs love ya! Special thanks to Mum, Dad & Scott for your love & support. It’s time for a change!

Rachel Nickerson

Peter Norton

Jennifer O'Brien
Mississauga, ON
BA English
Cheap beer, recycled men and an awesome crew to share them with-Thanks to see you all on the flipside.
Martin O'Brien-Kelly  
Calgary, AB  
BA Philosophy  
The world is full of bastards, the number increasing the farther one gets from Bishop's University! Mike & Ainny, Boys @ 31, philosophy dept., Lion D'Or, Sartel, Plato, wall of wonder.

Carla Oliveira  
Montreal, QC  
BA Politics, Economics  
My friends have told me that I miss the city and I can not live without it. However, as soon as I get back there, I now know, I will miss Bishop's!

Rachelle O'Loughlin  
Oakville, ON  
BSc. Biology, Geography  
Work like you don't need money, love like you'll never be hurt, and dance like no one's watching. Cheers and good luck!

Michelle Osbourne  
Victoria, BC  
BA Honours Sociology  
SO DONE!

Patrick Osler  
Rick's Pub  
BA Major? What?  
Wow; That was hectic, a little sketchy, but mostly LEISURE! 2 my friends U guys are pretty cool. Thanks Mom & Dad 4 all of your Love & Support. In HOC SIGNO VINCES Latex.

Laura Owen  
Victoria, BC  
BA Geography, English  
Flowers are beautiful, cabbage is good for you and the poppy makes you crazy. - Deleuze. Thanks to all who have been there along the way. Peace. T.

Taylor Owen  
Victoria, BC  
BA Liberal Arts, Geography  
Thanks to all who stood by my side for the last three years.

Stephané Paré  
Oshawa, ON  
BA Liberal Arts, Geography  
Thanks to all who stood by my side for the last three years.

Laura Parker  
Calgary, AB  
BBA Finance  
Wonderful 3 years with many laughs & a couple of tears. Memories from soccer, field hockey, and attempt at hockey. Amsterdam, Cuba Cancun, New Years Eve. Thanks to the fossils, my little sis. MP42, AJ, MC et al.

Marnie Patrick  
Calgary, AB  
BBA Finance  
What better way to spend 3 years-BU's been great to me! Mom, "D", Ben-LUV YA! Thanx for being there. The memories: Halifax 98, Kuehner 11" station", Halloween, TM, JC, SC-amazing! Rock on people. Raise a Toast!

Adam Payn  
Bedford, NS  
BBA Finance  
Thanks Bob Val and Nick. Also, the 4 horsemen and other friends on Reed and throughout Lemnoxvegas. Finally thank you finance faculty and fellow students. Not a single regret. Go Gaiters!

Diane Peers  
Calgary, AB  
BBA Human Resources  
Thank you Mom, Dad, and Darren for your support. To my friends and ADPI sisters, raise a cheer!

Jason Penman  
Kippens, NF  
BEd.  
Thanks Mom & Dad.

Mya Penney  
Kippens, NF  
BEd.  
Thanks Mom & Dad.

David Perlman  
Montreal, QC  
BBA Finance, Economics  
What better way to spend 3 years-BU's been great to me! Mom, "D", Ben-LUV YA! Thanx for being there. The memories: Halifax 98, Kuehner 11" station", Halloween, TM, JC, SC-amazing! Rock on people. Raise a Toast!
Julio Perrotta
Toronto, ON
BBA Human Resources

Blake Petch

Isabelle Phaneuf
Ste-Foy, QC
BBA Marketing. Int'l Bus. These 3½ yrs have been a special time in my life. BU, SDSU, UdeG: great experiences and opportunities. Thanks AIESEC for giving me Martin. Thank you so much Mom & Dad for your support.

Caroline Picquat

Jeanet Pierce
Sioux Lookout, ON
BA Honours Politics
Thanks Mom & Dad, Mo & bros. I'll never forget all the friends from hockey, soccer, and Mack. I love this school, the profs, & the parties! I guess us rural girls can graduate! LuvUall, jlp 69.

Veronique Pilot
Quebec, QC
BBA Accounting
To my mother who was so proud of me and who helped me to be who I am today. I succeeded @ and this gift is for you. Mom, I know that you were with me the whole way through. I love you.

Marie-claude Pinard
St-Narcisse, QC
BA International Business
Cher parents, enfin venu le jour de ma graduation, le moment tant attendu de constater le fruit de votre investissement. Pour m'avoir permis d'obtenir autant de bénéfices net MERCI

Marla Pisegna
Moncton, NB
BBA Finance, HR
Thanks to my family for their generosity & support. Thank you BU for so many memories: field hockey, ice hockey, spring break & crazy road trips. To all my great friends good luck & keep in touch.

Louise Belliveau Potter

James Poulin

Michelle Preston
Kitchener, ON
BA History
The journey has been memorable. Thanks so much to my family, friends, my ADP! girls and esp. to SK for making all the difference in my world. Pushing me to take the path less travelled.

Sophie Quirion

Jamie Ramsey

Jean-Philippe Ranger

Rodney Reid
Burlington, ON
BSc. Biology
I'm out! 2 All my buds, thanx for allowing me 2 finally finish reading the dictionary. Don't want to spoil the ending but it turns out the zebra did it! SSK.
Scott Reid
Victoria, BC
BA English
Thanks to my parents, Garcia, and to all the friends that have helped make the past four years a complete BLURR.

Vincent Rémillard
Québec, QC
BSc. Computer Science
It was good fun here at Bishop’s but now I am glad it is over. I'll see you guys in a few years...

Jennifer Ritchie
Brockville, ON
BBA Finance, Economics
Thanks to my parents for always supporting me and thanks to my friends for making my four years here the best they could be.

Renée Robidoux
Moncton, NB
BSc.
Best ride ever kuehner block2 Mack RA-tap-buyaPV Halifax'98 Boston-cabrelling (AG) Canton Cuba field hockey, PPlace, Squirrels (SM,MB,KB,ELLA) cottage, Ghetto, Thanx to Mom & Dad, Dave (IWABYG), & loans. Cheers!

Kevin Robinson
Ottawa, ON
BBA General Management
Let the good times roll...
College days will linger ever in our hearts. Thanks to all those who will make me never forget this place.

Shereen Rifaat
Moncton, NB
BA Math, Drama
do not squander time. that is the stuff life is made of.
Thanks to MC, RM & Divas. Thanks to my family for love & support. My love & thnx to SC.

Angela Robertson

Albert Rondeau
Wolfville, NS
BA Geography
When we think of those companions who travelled by our side down life's road, let us not say with sadness that they left us behind, but rather say with gratitude that they once were with us.

Nick Ross

Darnell F. Rubio
Bellville, ON
BA Politics, Drama
Thxx Mom & Dad for the love & support. -Seaman, DaPorch, Secret Garden, Thxx guys-for the silly things-STAR, Thanxx-Love You-IN HOC-EASY-

Matt Sanderson
Vancouver, BC
BA Sociology
I would like to thank my parents and grandparents for their support. BU Football '95-'99 (#8 23 65 94 99) Florida '98 Halifax '96, 24 parties, my roommates, & spacial thanks to Erin. See ya!

Matt Saunders
Bedford, NS
BA Honours Political Studies
"Philosophy begins in wonder" - Plato, "One must have chaos in one to give birth to a dancing star" - Nietzsche, "Victory through sheer volume" - Matthew Good Band.

Andrea Sasnarova

Elan Schwendau

Mark Scott
Nicholas Sévirgy
Lévis, QC
BA Honours Economics
By trying to select our lives, we risk not living. Thanks to all for making it possible. To friends everywhere, thanks for the memories. Until we party together again. Cheers!

Jodie B. Shannon
Quispamis, NB
BA Education
Thank you Mom, Dad, Nan & Kara for your constant love & support! To my BU friends—I’ll miss you always! Paul—I love you! You are my love, my laughter, and my life. JODS.

Ben Sherren
Rosanne Simard
Kedrin Simms

Bryn R. Skillbeck
Scarborough, ON
BBA Finance, Economics
A crazy adventure has come to an end. Good times had with good friends: Bax, Piggy, Hua, Raw, Reed St, afterhours, Pub, QB, Loft, puking. Love and thanxx to Mom, Dad, & Kjer. Keepin it real 4 life.

Katrina Skora
Toronto, ON
BA Psychology, English

Amber Small
Darren Smith

Aaron Spreng
Cornwall, ON
BA Honours Music
Thanks to the music department, BUMS, Angela, the english department, and all the crew from rez. It’s been fun.

Sonia StAubin

Jasmine St-Laurent
Montreal, QC
BA Honours History, English
SLURP it til it hurts! -DeeJ

Ken Stanley
Whitby, ON
BA Fine Arts
thanks Mom & Dad, I couldn’t have done this without you. Congratulations to the crew. We finally did it! Good luck, and remember, third times the charm.

Shawn Stevens
Ottawa, ON
BA Geography
WAHO0000000000000
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Matthew Straub
Lisa Subissati  
Ottawa, ON  
BBA Marketing  
Time to move on, this chapter in my life has closed. I’m on to bigger and better things. LL KC MD EP BOYZ.

Dominique Sullivan  
Tamy D. Superle  
Victoria, BC  
BA Honours Sociology  
I’ve learned much about myself and the world in my 4 years here. Thanks for all the love and support, especially my parents, MT AD KH LL and all the friends I will never forget.

Ying-Hun Sun  
Julia Suzuki

Dave Svetinovic  
Sherbrooke, QC  
BSc. Honours Math  
It was fun and easy. Thanks to my parents and my sister for their love and support, and all other people who helped make this experience enjoyable.

Cedomir Tanacko  
Sherbrooke, QC  
BBA Management Science

Vanessa Taylor  
Vancouver, BC  
BA Honours Political Studies  
Mom & Dad thnx for this experience, my life wouldn’t be the same without it. To all the ladies, keep it true to... Thnx G-MA in this great future you can’t forget your past.

Collin Thomas  
Sherbrooke, QC  
BA History  
Sherry, Thank you for your love & support you’ve been my inspiration. Thanks also to Gord and the Plex crew, what an experience! Thanks S & P, my friends & family for your support!

Jason Tom  
Red Light District  
BA Honours Sociology  
Goodbye sweetness! And with that I (one of teh finest specimens BU has ever known) leave the little town of Lennoxville in the pursuit of new game. Love & thanks to Mom, Dad, Melissa & Annie. 6 of 7 sins.

Vincent Tourigny  
Princeville, QC  
BBA Accounting  
Je crouchais tout d’abord remercier mon père et rendre hommage à ma mère. Je dois également remercier ma soeur, Émilie ainsi que tous mes amis pour leur aïssaie. Merci à tous.

Jennifer Tranter  
Guelph, ON  
BBA Human Resources  
Thanks BU for all the great memories-Rugby Chicks, Thnx for all the mon. morning hangovers. I guess I’m gonna make it after all!!! Thnx Mom for the support & $$.

Heather Trickey

D. Manny Valente  
St. Lazare, QC  
BA Marketing  
I would like to thank the big guy upstairs, parents, and friends. Especially VR AM MH KL MT & SC for the memories that will never be forgotten. Thnx B for all that U have given me.

Mario Valois
Kim Vellet
Trois-Rivières, QC
BA Political Studies
To Bishop’s: Thank you for being a part of my life. To my parents: thank you for making Bishop’s a part of my life. To myself: Thank you for being what I am.

Jeremy Velocci
Port Dover, ON
BBA Finance, Economics
Thanx BU 4 the memories! The PUB, Amsterdam, Cuba, 16A "The Sweet Spot" Special thank you LOL to Mom, Dad, and Jonathan for all the love and support. MM JB SM et al... To be continued.

Caroline Vertu

Natasha Voyer

Andrea D. Wagner
Oakville, ON
BA Psychology
I am not afraid of tomorrow for I have seen yesterday & I love today! Thanks Dad & Mom for your support. Girls our memories are forever. Guys you’ll never be forgotten. Andrew-Oliverjuice. Thanks everyone for the good times.

Bernard Waldman
Montreal, QC
BA Honours Drama
Thanks to my friends, family and teachers. Thank you so much for everything Mom, Dad and Alan. Jason, I knew at the beginning that you’d be here at the end.

Andrea Ward
Montreal, QC
St-Hippolyte
Times with K & K at Tao’s, talks with Torch, too many classes with Chantal, working out with Alison, my family, I thank so much. Goodbye Lennoxville. Nicki.

Nicole Ward

Lindsay Warren
Windsor, ON
BA Geography, History
Thank you to Mom and Dad for your love and support. To 20 Prospect—all those for the long strange trip. L.

Jessica Weller
Montreal, QC
BA Liberal Arts
It has been a marvelous journey achieving this goal. Thank you to those who have made it memorable: friends, loved ones & especially my Mom & Dad. It’s time for a new chapter.

Rich Welsner
Whitby, ON
BBA Marketing, HR, Econ.
Thanks Mom & Dad for making this possible. Love Ya! Memories of good times & good friends. BU Football, Cooters, PPP96, Ritz. There will always be a piece of BU that will stay with us. Have fun!

Scott Westlake

Hope Wharry

Shane Wheeler
Courtney White  
Melissa Williams  
Celedon East, ON  
BBA Management Science  
To my family who made my Bishop's experience possible. Love 2 all the girls & the boys on Reed: Memories and friends I'll now have forever. "happiness is a journey, not a destination- there's no better time to be happy than right now."

Renee Williams  
Eric Wilson  
David S. Wilson  
Mississauga, ON  
BBA Marketing  
4 years & a degree was the hard hard. Friends & memories made it all worth while. Trim your YACK Whitby Kinkajouhall Above the law, SM KG Life in Malta RD faucas& ralph I love u Mom & Dad.

Tara White  
Lindy Yeats  
Maciej Zarembo  
Sarasota, FL  
BBA Marketing  
Chess club 1998-2000, Royal Rapper 1999-2000, Special thanks to my family and friends, the royal Rappers, my professors, the drama crew and most of all Katrina.

Camera Shy Graduates with Something To Say...

Cassandra Aras  
Montreal, QC  
BBA Marketing  
1st, thx to B&Z 4 the incredible opportunity. To Mom, 4 the love & Support. To Clo, Papa, & GM, Merci pour le soutien. To Doug 4 the brawn. To the girls, love aalways in AOE. To MP, My BF 4 ever-(IOU my BBA).

Jennifer Dempster  
BA Political Studies  
Toronto, ON  
To my ladies and friends... Once in a while you can get shown the light in the straighest places if you look @ it right- GD. Thanks mom & bud for everything-I love you.

Krista Guezen  
Morin Heights  
BA Education  
Feet on Ground  
Heart in Hand  
Facing Forward  
Thanks to my B&F family and to those who support me from home. I love you all.

Caroline Laverty  
Kingssey-Falls, QC  
BBA Finance  
Well, what can I say. It's over & I live behind great memories. Thanks to my parents who through their love & support made it possible. The best of luck to all my friends that I will always remember.

Eriskay Liston  
Vancouver, BC  
BA Biology, Psych.  
Thanks to all who have helped me overcome obstacles, it's not easy to be brave when you're small animal! Yea Bish I couldn't say this without Gine, Roch, Bag, and my Blade of grass.
Convocation
Collation des grades

The 27th of May, 2000
le 27 Mai 2000

Lennoxville, Quebec, Canada

Prize List Graduating Year

Professor Prizes

The University Graduate's Silver Medal
The Chancellor's Prize
The Vice-Chancellor's Prize
The President's Prize
The Vice-President's Prize
The R.G. Stewart Prizes and Prize in Biology
The R.L. Leeder Prize in Biology
The G.M. Smith Memorial Prize in Computer Science
The Charles H. Segal Memorial Prize in Government
The Woman's Prize for Leadership
The Woman's Grandmother's Prize
The Lieutenant Governor's Award

Department and University Prizes

The Beatrice Prize for Continuing Education
The University Prize in Business Administration
The University Prize in Business Administration (Finance)
Hugh R. McCourt Prize in Investments
The University Prize in Business Administration (Human Resources)
The University Prize in Business Administration (International)
The Alton Kathar Memorial Prize in Chemistry
The University Prize in Chemistry Society of Chemical Industry Award in Chemistry
The MacMillan Prize in Chemical Sciences
The University Prize in Computer Science
The Jacqueline Ross Prize in Drama
The John W. Smith Prize in Economics
The Charles McMillan Prize in Practic Teaching
The Alton J. Moyal Memorial Prize
The Canadian Association of Processors' Prizes
The R.E. Moyal Memorial Prize in English
The Association of Economic Studies' Prize
The University Prize in Fine Arts
The Robert A. Alder Award in Art History
The University Prize in Modern Languages
The Dean E.B. Yeatman Prize in Modern Languages
The Bankhead Prize for Commitment to Modern Languages
The Ambassadors of the English Prize in French
The University Prize in Geography
The Canadian Association of Geographers Prize
The Ambassador of the English Prize in German
The Roderick T. Thom Memorial Prize in History
The Ambassador of the English Prize in History
The General Nicolas Prize in Mathematics
The University Prize in Mathematics
The University Prize in Philosophy
The Professor T.W. L. MacMillan Memorial Prize in Political Science
The Harold Tomlinson Senior Prize in Political Science
The University Prize in Psychology
The D.R. King Memorial Prize in Religion
The University Prize in Sociology
The Ambassador of the English Prize in Spanish
The Ambassador of the English Prize in Spanish
The Faculty Prize in Women's Studies

Michel Prizes

Bern Marie Goss
Michel Prizes
Pavel Lynn Nono
Damee Bumah
Herbert Swanston
Sylvie Gagnon
Pavel Lynn Nono
Pavel Lynn Nono
Any E. Emett
Pavel Lynn Nono
Bern Marie Goss

Isabelle Ruby
Robert Triguell Creve
Beth Marie Goss
Bern Marie Goss
Bern Marie Goss

Kathleen Leonard
Kathleen Leonard
David J. Patterson
Sophie Clare Kamsena
Ian Reimer

Genoveve Boisud
Amy E. Kedron
Mark Peter Martin
Catherine Marchand
Michel Place
Andine Marchand
Lorrie Elizabeth Cheng
Bernard Bernier
Robert Gordon Mathews
Joy Faber Bruno
Mayne Elizabeth Holtsap
Miroslav Elizabeth Holtsap
Kristina Anne Lyman
Harvey Karl Berke
Hannah Margaret C. Gommes
Kalil Fugel

Sarah Tchedgri
David Langue
Kelly Sue Downer
Kimberly Jean Minos
Taylor E. Owen
Markus John Boidolakis
Windsor Lindsey Patrick
Yoko In
Kheeth Royce
Dana Etherridge
Guilou P.C. Carter

William Matthew Sanders
Jennifer A. Craven
Dennis Barrie

Renate Parent
Tanya de Saussure

The George H. Sovill Memorial Scholarship in Science
Prof. E.A. Prichard Memorial Scholarship in Political Science
The Jean Quinton Mitchell Scholarship in Drama
The U.S. Bureau of Mineral Resources Scholarship in Political Science
The M. Georgia Mills Scholarship in Music
Anthony W. Preston Memorial Scholarship
Norman Corporation/Canejun Scholarship
Roger Swa Scholarship in Geography

Eldé Fortin
Catherine Chartrand
Anne McCoy
Mary Reardon
France Gaudette
Victoria Stenmark
Rachael Boy

David Harvengton

Golden Miire Award

Audrey Harper
Kerri King
Adrian Murphy
Matthew Sanders
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Front Row: Marlena Szpunar, Holly Stallan, Sandra Kuchta, Anne Wormsbecker, Ali Cooper, Kara Mortveit, Sarah Lowden, Dave Millard. Back Row: Captain Rebekah Smiley, Captain Kevin Martin, Marc Courneya, Dan Fassina. Dave Petch, James McIntosh, Jeff Bishop, Tim Taylor, Anthony McDonald, Carl Beaudoin, and General Manager Ian Cruickshank. Absent from photo: Jamie Beddis, Andrew Borys, Sylvie Bovet, Graham Colby, Emily Deacon, Emily Dumaresq, Joey Gibbons, Scott Hustins, Jackie Jenkins, Mike Johns, Sophie Leevers, Mike Stoneman, Kevin Stover, Peter Todd, Courtney White, Jona White, Sarah Zinc.
THE TEAM BRINGS HOME SECOND IN THE PROVINCIALS, BUT GOES ON TO WIN THE NATIONAL COMBINED TEAM TITLE AT THE CUASC
By the B.U Ski Team

The Bishop's University Ski Team had yet another season to be proud of. Despite a second place finish, this was possibly the strongest group of competitors the team has seen. If not for scheduling difficulties, which caused many members of the team to miss four of the ten races, it is quite certain that the ski team would have returned from finals with more championship banners. The proof of this is that in the Giant Slalom at finals the BU Ski Team, put three male skiers on the podium at the same time, this has NEVER happened in the Bernard Trotter ski Circuit. Then at nationals, an invitational hosted by the BU Ski Team, we won men's overall, the combined team title as well as individual men's over all, and second in the women's overall. Yes, the BU is still the team to beat in the University circuit.

This was one of the most competitive seasons on the Quebec circuit in recent years and Bishop's team members reached the podium at every race. Every single member of the team played an integral part in making this season a success. The team became a much stronger organization as a result of great efforts made by the general manager and in the future, BU can only hope to see this change move ahead even further. This year the whole team worked hard and was very successful. BU Ski Team will linger ever in our hearts. Thanks for the great years.

BU SKI TEAM HOSTS THE FIRST EVER CANADIAN UNIVERSITY ALPINE SKI CHAMPIONSHIP

This year the BU Ski Team, lead by the initiative of Ian Cruickshank, hosted the first Canadian University Alpine Ski Championship. This event brought together the best varsity alpine skiers together at Stoneham in Quebec City to compete in Slalom and Giant Slalom. The event required months of preparation, yet on a shooting budget the team was able to put on a first class show. All those who were involved had a great time, and the event will continue next year. Special thanks to all of the organizing team, and particularly, Carl Beaudoin, Emily Birrell, Ryan DeBrusk and Anne Rahming. Without the help of these people the event would not have gone on. Look for us next year on all the best sports networks or @ www.cuasc.com.
Team Roundup
The Gaiter football program made strides in Tom Allen’s first full year as head coach, but not enough to get back in the Ontario-Quebec Interuniversity Football Conference playoffs. Bishop’s faced the toughest schedule in Canada with five of their seven games against nationally ranked opponents. They rebounded from a 0-3 start to finish with a 2-5 mark, including a win against the number-one ranked team in the country at the time, the Concordia Stingers. Two members of the Gaiter offensive squad, wide receiver Vincent Begin and running back O.J. Burnett were named to the O-QIFC all-star team. After assessing the season, Allen announced a five-year plan that would culminate with the Gaiters playing in the 2003 Vanier Cup game. The first step of that plan was realized when the school hired Marc Loranger to the position of defensive co-ordinator and recruitment co-ordinator. Loranger is an experienced mentor who was previously the head coach of Mount Allison University and most recently served as a defensive co-ordinator of the highly successful Cegep Vieux-Montreal programme.

Varsity Award Winners:
Newcomer of the Year
Marcel Lebrun Award
Best Lineman of the Year
Special Team Player of the year
Jim Etcheverry Award
Brian Morley Defensive Player Award
Most Outstanding Player

Dennis Halfpenny
Adam Jezewski
Peter MacPhie
Jon Chatburn
O.J. Burnett
Dave Stipe
O.J. Burnett
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Andrew Sutherland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ben Oulmet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Vencent Begin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Phil Camino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Clark Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Carl Burton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Sylvain Desrochers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Dave Stipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Richard Welner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Matt Sanderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Tim Straka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Rob Fillamore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Sean MacPherson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Daniel Sauro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Robin May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Jonathan Chambers-Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Adam Jezewski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Stuart McFarlane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Peter Rapts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Anthony Raymond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Kirk Round</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>O.J. Burnett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Chris Newton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Pat Dollimore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Terry Veneau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Max Downes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Gino Perreault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Nader Allam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Mario Rivera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Jean-Marc Millien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Andre Bynoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Derek Martell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>chris Benjamin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Geoffrey Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Justin Olivier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Derosier Tius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Danny Allen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Francois Courtmache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Chris Cassie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Patrick Dubois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Mark Fitzgerald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Matthew Barnes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Andrew Carter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Daniel Allatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Alex Schaal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Eric Pickering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Pierre-Luc Lauzon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Mike Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Serge Bourque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Blake Petch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Julio Perrotta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Mathieu Kuhn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Graham Colby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Richard Urano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Bill Wright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Dennis Halfpenny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Jeremie Gould</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Curtis Barr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Sonny Joshi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Chris Livingston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Colin Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Robert Horstman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>David Laroche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Eric Labrie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Matin Deschamps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Matthew Robinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Peter MacPhie</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BU FOOTBALL SCORES

OTTAWA 49 @ BISHOP'S 9
BISHOP'S 16 @ CONCORDIA 39
BISHOP'S 13 @ LAVAL 26
QUEEN'S 14 @ BISHOP'S 35
BISHOP'S 10 @ MCGILL 11
BISHOP'S 12 @ WESTERN 22
CONCORDIA 8 @ BISHOP'S 18
LAVAL 24 @ BISHOP'S 16
MEN'S RUGBY

Coaches/Training Staff:
Bill Robson (Coach)
Jamie Meldrum (Asst. Coach)
Holly McIntyre (Trainer)

Players:
Steve Agnew
Jesse Allaby
Matthew Arnill
Alex Austin
Stephen Batthany
Fridenic Belhumeur
Sebastien Beyer
John Paul Booth
John Bristowe
John Buck
Blair Campbell
Darcy Clark
Jim Clifford
Sandy Cooper
Phil Cote
Bram Cotton
PA Courtright
Brad Current
Scott Doherty
Eric Elmquist
Chris Fearn
Steve Gendron
Charles Goode
Geoff Haugh
Donald Hutton
Mark Konecny
Bill MacDonald
Ryan McCue
Alex McLean
Tim McLean
James Moore
Graham Munro
Francois Nadeau
Angelo Pino
Nick Ross
Bart Sears
Ken Sharp
Phil Slater
Lawrence Stein
Dave Taberner
Gabriel Thibault
Bill Thompson
Matt Turner
Jeff Webb
George Zoras

All-Conference Winners (1999-2000)
Dan Hawker, Sean Rupka
Brad Current, Jesse Allaby
Alex Austin
Team Roundup:
It was another successful season for the men's rugby squad although the defending provincial champions were upset by Concordia in the league final. The Gaiters were perfect in the regular season with a 6-0 record but fell to the Stingers 17-8 in the league finals.

1999-2000 Varsity Award Winners:
Rookie of the Year         Sean Rupka
Coaches Award            Jason Thompson
Best Forward             Alex Austin
Best Back                Dan Hawker
Most Valuable Player: B Team  Patrick Charbonneau
Most Valuable Player: A Team  Brad Current
WOMEN'S RUGBY

Alicia Cooper, Alison Donnelly, Andrea Farquhar, Ashley Smith, Caroline Castonguay, Chiara Lacey, Courtney Ramkey, Darcy Hill, Dorothy stachura, Emily Holmes, Jackie Jenkins, Jenn Tranter, Julie Blais, Kara Mortveit, Kate Bazuk, Lindy Yeats, Lisa Subissati, Lou Cunningham, Lynzy Warren, Maggie McConnell, Megan Forrest, Melissa Bond, Mia Kakebeeke, Michelle McIntosh, Nancy Morin, Robin Yerek, Srah Bazuk, Lisa Goodfellow, Stacey Kennedy, Steph McKay, Tara Moreau, Trysa Tsolis, Vanessa Angell.

Team Roundup:
The women’s rugby team underwent a rebuilding season in which the team failed to win a league match despite some spirited play. Mia Kakebeeke proved to be a key player on the team and was the lone Bishop’s representative on the league-dream team. Mia was also selected as a Royal Bank Academic All-Canadian.

1999-2000 Varsity Award Winners:
Rookie of teh Year
Ashley Smith
Most Valued Forward
Mia Kakebeeke
Most Valuable Back
Stacey Kennedy
Mifiam Cozen-McNally Memorial Award
Jenn Tranter
Most Valuable Playeer
Tara Moreau

WOMEN'S RUGBY
BISHOP'S 0 @ CONCORDIA 29
VERMONT @ BISHOP'S PPD
OTTAWA 11 @ BISHOP'S 5
BISHOP'S 0 @ MCGILL 37
BISHOP'S 0 @ SHERBROOKE 5
Team Roundup:

The women's soccer team enjoyed their finest season as they reached the provincial playoffs for the first time in their history. Head coach Sophie Gailloux's young squad finished third in the Quebec Conference with an impressive 8-4 league record. Their season came to an end when they were eliminated by the nationally ranked Laval Rouge et Or 3-0 in the first round of the playoffs. Erin Patrick became the first Gaiter to be named the CIAU All-Canadian soccer team and was also selected to the conference all-star team along with teammates Jessica Romandi, Alison MacDougall and Meaghan Stevens. With a solid returning nucleus and another strong recruiting class the Gaiters appear on the threshold of their first Quebec championship.
BU MEN’S BASKETBALL SCORES
Bishop’s 57 @ Laurentian 83
Bishop’s 80 @ Toronto 92
Concordia 84 @ Bishop’s 75
McGill 59 @ Bishop’s 54
Bishop’s 81 @ Ryerson 85
Bishop’s 55 @ Queen’s 63
Laval 81 @ Bishop’s 106
Bishop’s 51 @ Carleton 67
Bishop’s 89 @ Ottawa 63
York 68 @ Bishop’s 72
Bishop’s 68 @ Laval 73
Queen’s 56 @ Bishop’s 65
Ryerson 81 @ Bishop’s 77
Bishop’s 77 @ McGill 70
Bishop’s 80 @ Concordia 74
Toronto 67 @ Bishop’s 66
Laurentian 74 @ Bishop’s 77

Back Row: Eddie Pomylala (Head Coach), Brecon Gage (Student Assistant), Phil Miguel, Paul Stephens, Matthieu Guerette, Darin Newton, Ian Lee, Matthieu Legault, Francois Lemaire, Harris Bajramovic (Manager), Jeff Harris (Assistant Coach). Front Row: Erik Lagarde, David Suzuki, Patrice Lemieux, Remi Aucoin, Matt Hehn, Duwayne Ellis, Shawn Craik.

Team Roundup:
The Gaite’s string of three consecutive league championships may have come to an end during the 1999-2000 season, but it no way diminished from an outstanding season for the rookie-laden team. Fifth-year veteran Patrice Lemieux was the workhorse of a team whose roster included seven first-year players. Lemieux capped off an excellent university career by being named the QUBL’s “Player of the Year” as well as being selected to the Canadian Interuniversity Athletic Union’s All-Canadian Team. Bishop’s started slowly as they dropped their first six league games. But the team regrouped over Christmas and captured eight of their 14 games to finish second in Quebec. Unfortunately, the season came to an abrupt end when they lost a close 70-68 semi-final contest to the McGill Redmen before a packed house at the Mitchell Gymnasium. Joining Lemieux on the QUBL all-star team was rookie Paul Stephens.

1999-2000 Varsity Award Winners:
Rookie of the Year: Paul Stephens
Most Improved Player: Phil Miguel
Garth Smith Award: Remi Aucoin
Most Valuable Player: Patrice Lemieux
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Back Row: Melissa Lemay, Natalie Johnston, Julie Rodrigue, Toni Kordic (Assistant Coach), Rod Gilpin (Head Coach), Courtney Romkey, Stephanie Russo, Leanne Clarke. Front Row: Jamie Forsythe (Assistant Coach), Catherine Charbonneau, Lindsay Huff, Cynthia Hitchcock, Sharrylyn Higgs, Michelle Huneault, Sarah Paul (Manager).

WOMEN'S B-BALL
BISHOP'S 36 @ LAURENTIAN 54
BISHOP'S 65 @ TORONTO 68
CONCORDIA 62 @ BISHOP'S 61
MCGILL 35 @ BISHOP'S 62
BISHOP'S 65 @ RYERSON 47
BISHOP'S 67 @ QUEEN'S 79
LAVAL 82 @ BISHOP'S 71
BISHOP'S 76 @ CARLETON 39
BISHOP'S 70 @ OTTAWA 65
YORK 59 @ BISHOP'S 69
BISHOP'S 56 @ LAVAL 81
QUEEN'S 51 @ BISHOP'S 73
RYERSON 54 @ BISHOP'S 55
BISHOP'S 46 @ MCGILL 47
BISHOP'S 60 @ CONCORDIA 61
TORONTO 67 @ BISHOP'S 46
LAURENTIAN 66 @ BISHOP'S 61

1999-2000 Varsity Award Winners:
Rookie of the Year Stephanie Russo
Most Improved Player Catherine Charbonneau
Team Award Lindsey Huff
Most Valuable Player Cynthia Hitchcock & Melissa Lemay

Team Roundup:
The Gaiters advanced to the Quebec University Basketball League finals for the first time under head coach Rod Gilpin. The team fashioned a 10-10 league mark and then reached the finals by virtue of a win over the Concordia Stingers in the first round of the playoffs. Bishop's came to play in the championship game against the first place Laval Univeristy but the Rouge et Or prevailed on their home court as they edged the Gaiters 60-57 in a close contest. Bishop's overall record of 18-14 included wins over several nationally ranked teams including Queens, University of British Columbia, and St. Michael's College (Vt.). Forward Melissa Lemay and point guard Cynthia Hitchcock capped off outstanding seasons by being named the QUBL's first team all-stars.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY

1999-2000 Varsity Award Winners:
Rookie of the Year: Corinne Lewis
Charles Chapman Award: Jen Conroy
Most Improved Player: Amanda Vail
Most Valuable Player: Michelle Dunn


GOLF

1999-2000 Varsity Award Winners:
Most Valuable Player: Evan Mooney

Evan Mooney, Andre Borys, Mark, Gabrielle Rousson. Absent: John Davies, Pat Thibbdeau

Women's Field Hockey
1999-2000 Varsity Award Winners:
Rookie of the Year: Liz Caron
Most Improved Player: Bree Saulnier
Most Valuable Player: Marla Pisegna

Skiing
1999-2000 Varsity Award Winners:
Rookie of the Year: Karen Morteit
Most Improved Player: Anne Wormsbecker/Dave Millard
Most Valuable Player (Female): Rebekah Smiley
Most Valuable Player (Male): Joey Gibbons

Bishop's Awards
Ray Almon Award: Gord Smith
Freshman Athlete of the Year: Paul Steves/Jessica Romani
Athlete of the Year: Patrice Lemieux/Erin PatricK
“Drink! For you know not whence you came, now why; Drink! For you know not why you go, nor where.”
-Omar Khayyam
"Between two evils I always pick the one I have not tried before."
-Mae West
BISHOP’S WELCOMES BIGGEST CLASS OF THE MILLENNIUM

By Matt Saunders

After two years of stable entrance numbers, Bishop’s University is happily bracing for one of, if not the largest, incoming class ever.

“We are very excited”, says David McBride, Director of Enrollment Management. “Although we do not yet have final confirmation, this year’s freshman class could be the biggest ever in the history of the university.”

Quoting numbers from the end of July, estimates of first year enrollment figures are well over 700 students. If this figure is to remain the same or even increase, the total student population for the 1999-2000 school year will exceed 1900.

“We reached a peak in numbers by the mid-90’s, when suddenly, we were faced with lower-than-expected incoming classes from 1996 until now,” concurs Mr. McBride. “However, as we approach the end of the decade, and the century for that matter, the overall numbers situation is much brighter.”

Of course, more students means more money for the university. And after a number of years of government cuts to provincail education and program restructuring within Bishop’s, the administration is now using a term once forgotten for a time on campus.

Dr. Robert Cook, outgoing Vice-Principal of Academic Affairs, explains. “Earlier this year, because of the success of our Capital Campaign and the university-wide support for a plan to hire new professors, I was beginning to feel cautiously optimistic. I think we are now at the point where we can simply be optimistic and positive at our present position.”

Another reason for the smiling faces around campus this summer is that of the type of students Bishop’s has attracted for the upcoming year. “Yes, this class could be the biggest ever, and yes, it is the most demographically diverse class in our history,” Mr. McBride continues. “There is an added bonus, however: the fact that this class is also the smartest ever to arrive in Lennoxville.”

Jane Wilson, Director of Admissions, supports this claim. “With over 700 new students, 166 will be receiving scholarships”, she notes. “These scholarships run between a minimum of $2,000 and a maximum of $2,000, plus tuition for those with exceptional high school, CEGEP, and OAC averages.” Under Mr. McBride’s portfolio, there have also been four APEX Leadership Scholarships awarded this summer, a prize of $1,000. Although the sheer amount of money being awarded has yet to be calculated, Ms. Wilson is confident that there will be an extra infusion into the scholarship fund from the university fund to allow for such a high number of awards to be offered in the future.

One problem that has come about from the large incoming class is that of finding places to live, both on- and off-campus, for the new students. Mr. McBride is confident that a solution will be reached. “Despite the fact of a residence waiting list of approximately 60 students, the university is looking into gaining access to a number of rooms in the Champlain College residences which are just minutes away from campus. Furthermore, we have hired a full-time agent to organize, rate, and facilitate all available off-campus housing for those not able to live in one of our six residences.”

Regardless of class size and history, first year students coming to Lennoxville in September can expect to become immersed in the “Bishop’s Experience” as soon as they set foot on campus. Along with the historic field day, comedians, and a hypnotist Orientation Week ’99 is proud to present Canada’s own, The Watchmen, in an outdoor concert for the entire university community.
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You won’t find these kinds of smiles at Queen’s

“I like to eat babies.”

Fat Bastard

Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me
Homecoming '99 fails to disappoint

Even Gaiters get in spirit posting first victory of season

By ARASH MADANI

Not on homecoming. Not against Queen's.
The Gaiters weren't going to crumble like that—they gave their supporters a little to cheer about. Those 3,511 who came saw a yet-to-be-proven Bishop's squad pound the hapless, hopeless, use-

This is what a Wing-T offense can do against the new Carleton Ravens of the OFIQC.

less Queen's Golden Gaels 35-14.

They saw what a Wing-T offense could do against the new Carleton Ravens of the OUIQC. And they saw O.J. Bursett, a healthy two-
time All-Canadian running back, round the troops and let them jump on his back to victory.

That first, thus far, in '99.
The old Coulter Field mystique came out Saturday—the one where the Gaels actually win. Now at 1-3, the offensive firepower that was waiting to explode was set off.
The full array of weapons finally showed up, giving the Gaels a multi-dimensional look.

It wasn't just run, run, run on Saturday. And fittingly, for the alumni who witnessed the old pass-oriented offense during their days at 111, the Gaels went back to the passing attack.

Back to the air for more yards passing than a pair of earlier games combined. In their 182 yards distributed to the air, the Gaiters truly gave Bishop's a homecoming.

"It's definitely a good feeling," said wideout Vinnie Bagnard as the final seconds ticked off. "We've gotta get used to winning again.

Against Queen's, that's pretty easy. Now at 0-4, the Golden Gaels looked every bit as inexperienced and weak as they were predicted to be.

As important a victory this was for the Gaels— to finally get the first win of the season— and as key as Friday night's game at McGill will be, the true test of whether or not Bishop's can consider itself a legitimate threat will be measured during the final three weeks of the regular season. Even at Western October 16, then home to Laval and Concordia.

Against the paltry Gaels offense, Bursett had no problems making a case toward becoming All-Cana-
dian all he did was rush for 194 yards and a touchdown.

In the end it was decided that more money should be spent on providing counselling and tutoring than administering a program.

- Jonathan Rittenhouse

Funding key issue at WPP

BY CARLA OLIVEIRA

A decade and a half after its inception, the Writing Proficiency Program has a new director at the helm.

Mirke Koppen-Tucker, who has been a fixture at the writing center since its founding in 1985, resigned earlier this fall following a series of events that among other factors included budgetary cuts to the Writing Proficiency Program (WPP).

"My main frustration for the last two years has been my inability to innovate and further develop the Writing Proficiency Program," said Koppen-Tucker in her farewell statement.

"The campus has obtained documents revealing some of her displeasure with the WPP.

"Working conditions have not been addressed. Instead of moving into a more dynamic and creative situation in line with other similar programs elsewhere, we were reduced to a Sweeney-like pency-punching and belt-tightening," she continued.

"I have obvious disgust and frustration with the shabby treatment that I have received and my being prevented from developing the Writing Proficiency Pro-
gramme in no way is a reflection of the quality of work performed in the Writing Center."

In light of recent budgetary re-

earlier this winter the Senate Planning Committee (SPC), which was instructed to cut hundreds of thousands of dollars from the academic budget, decided that the amount of money going to the coordinator of the Writing Proficiency Program should be reduced to the equivalent of the pay for four part-time courses.

"Regarding the salary issue: I simply held the University to the promise made to me last year when my salary was practically cut in half and my term reduced from 12 to nine months," added Koppen-

the next year or so more money could be available for the WPP.

Currently there are three su-
tors employed to help the 51 stu-
dents enrolled in the WPP class in small groups (a ratio of three students to one tutor).

"The Senate Planning Com-
mittee was very clear what the budget of the writing centre was aimed for," said Dr. Jonathan Ritten-
house. "We basically said that the amount of money going for the coordinator was to be diminished..."
New Plays ‘99 a hit

B.U. Drama Department amazes crowd yet again

Night A

BY BRADLEE TEBAH

The New Plays Festival of 1999 commenced on September 28 with John, played by Scott Barker, sitting in the middle of the stage with all of the lights on. It became slightly obvious that a mistake had been made when every other time he was alone on stage, he was under only a spotlight. Despite that small error, Zealand, N.B. was a smash hit with the audience. The play was filled with laughs, especially when Jamie, played by Matt Saunders, was shot in the derriere by an angry apple farmer. The actors realistically portrayed small-town hicks, with Sarah Mitton as the controlling girlfriend and Nathaniel O'Toole as the dim-witted younger brother. Due to a well-written script, farm humour, and hilarious arguments between best friends, the play was a definite hit!

Next on the bill was Women and Wallace, written by Jonathan Marc Sherman. Despite the fact that the play opened with Wallace, Matt Biancosi, throwing a tomato at Nina, Apriel Beene, it turned out to be quite captivating. The audience watches Wallace as he grows up, having returned from school in the first grade to see his mother dead on the kitchen floor. Each stage in his life is portrayed to the audience through an experience with a different woman. According to all the female characters were seated off to the sides throughout the play. Except for when the grandmother, played by Juliet Fenlon, sat down on a broken chair, the funniest moment was an exchange between Wallace and one of his girl friends. Wallace says, "Do you mind if I kiss you?" She responds with, "My, the wine works fast," and he, jumping on her says, "No, I do."

Festival Night B

BY FRED GILLESPIE

There are many reasons why every Bishop's student should attend New Plays. The Drama Department always present plays written, directed, and acted entirely by Bishop's students. We should all support this group of talented actors, playwrights, and backstage hands.

Poet in a Bottle, written and directed by Nick Haraszty and Peter Zaremba, was hilarious. The dialogue is intelligent and witty. It is the story of the devil throwing a wrench in a poetry contest. The direction was simply amazing, especially given the great number of cast members present on stage at the same time. This is great stuff, and the audience responded to it well. Kevin MacMillan delivered a performance filled with mischievous energy and believable appeal. His devil was no small feat considering the three week time frame in which they had to work.

Stained Glass Window is a solid play exploring social frameworks of behaviour in a way that is very insightful. Andy Hodges's script has many layers, and Sarah Bradyn, the director, helped to highlight many of them. On top of an excellent script and great direction, the actors also distinguished themselves. The cast shone. They represented human behavior in a way that felt a bit exaggerated at times, but proved to be right on the mark, and profoundly indicative of our neuroses. Forbes Campbell in particular, gave his character the dead-on seriousness necessary to give his sometimes odd reflections the weight they deserve.

Jen Heale's Pushing Up Daisies presents a powerfully touching retrospect look at a childhood friendship and its impact on a woman's life. Becky Yetman and Kelly Sir play's success lies in a combination of writing, acting, and direction that makes an audience feel something. It didn't matter that the title and some foreshadowing made the end somewhat foreseeable; what was important was not guessing what would happen next, but finding a way to get there. Once again, a group of students has demonstrated that we have reason to be extremely proud of our Drama Department. New Plays demonstrated great craft and talent. Anyone who didn't see them should regret it and vow to attend New Plays 2000 at Theatre Activ next semester. This was a celebration of creativity.

Night C

BY JAIME MURDOCH

New Plays—man, I hope you got a chance to see them. I love good drama, and although my exposure to stage performances has been primarily in high school, I had an utterly positive feeling about night C. The entertainment on Thursday night was opened by the New Plays coordinators who brought a slice of laughter to the theatre right away. I knew from then on that it was going to be time well spent. From Darren Smith’s delightfully humorous crapky paranoia and captivating ballistic fit, to Jen Stobo’s overall “wiggled-out” nature, Steve Agnew’s Some People was definitely “all good.”

Thanks for Coming Out was almost mind-blowing. Andy Wehrsnon dazzled audience members with his piece. What seemed to be a quaint little boy-meets-girl skit turned into a giant fiasco involving Hecklers, all five of whom were stupendous. Each actor within the audience and on the stage acted with gusto, practically showing their personalities in your face during the marathon of arguments. The concept of using the entire theatre—nothing but seats within the audience was awesomely refreshing. The couch was great too.

Be sure to catch these upcoming events in the Studio Theatre: The Odd Couple by Neil Simon October 20-24, and William Inge’s Picnic November 10-14.

It’s not too late!

Calling all musicians: Join the Bishop’s University Concert Band! You need not be a music student—everyone is welcome! If you’re interested in fun, informal weekly rehearsals on Thursday nights, contact Aaron Sprent at 823-2645 or email a sprent@bishopsu.ca.
BISHOP’S NEWS

Chaos erupts as floor of Conley residence collapses

Party goes unhurt, “sing school song” following the Saturday night disaster

By Jen O'BRIEN and Sarah PULFRED

It all starts with, “So, what's your sign? You're a Gemini? Oh, groovy, I feel the vibes...” Now sign the lease.

There are my friends, the shifty lines of the dirtiest landlord in Lennoxville whose name rhymes with ‘thumb tacks’. Any of you who have ever lived on or around Conley Street know to whom we are referring.

He told us that he saved the houses he rents out so they wouldn’t be turned into some sort of elaborate condominium, which may have actually housed us in comfort, but really he’s just pawning off feester holes to poor naive children. You may be asking yourself, ‘from whence spawn these cursed creations?’ All we’ve lived in the pit of despair. Its name: 10 CONLEY.

At the beginning of last year, we traveled from the bus station making casual banter with the friendly cab driver about how cute our first house was, and how excited we were to move in.

As he pulled into the long driveway, we heard a snicker from the front seat and thought, ‘inside, little man.’ That is, until we got out of the cab and saw the garbage mountain blocking the entrance to our house and noticed a large raccoon chowing down. We put this event behind us, and moved in.

A few weeks into the school year, we noticed a peculiar odor of death wafting out of the crevices of the walls into our living room. After about three weeks of vigorous attempts to connect the landlord, a man showed up, took the wall apart, put it back together, said he found nothing, and the smell vanished with him. We still ask ourselves where he buried the poor soul.

One day, a few months after this event we decided to make some chicken wings in the oven. Again, another nauseating stench of dead animal and urine engulfed our home. We had to evacuate. When it finally came, he took apart the stove and removed, by the tail, a charred mouse.

These are just a few of the many stories we have accumulated after a year of living in a dirty trailer. These details lead up to the main event on January 16, 2000, when 10 Conley finally fell apart. What began as a night of innocent after-bar fun quickly turned ugly.

We were all minding our own business, engaging in stimulating conversation, when all of a sudden, CRACK, CRACK, SMASH... WE ALL FALL DOWN. It was mass chaos as the whole living room floor gave way around us. There were shrieks of horror as people witnessed their comrades being sucked into the uncharted earth below.

People attempted to scramble up to safety, but were discouraged as they continuously rolled down the incline into a pile of helpless humans which continued to accumulate in the large crevice six feet below what had been the living room.

People linked arms and tried to pull their friends out of the pit in a valiant attempt to save them, others shrieked as the rather large ball of people dislodged itself from the wall and came crashing down.

Now, one might think that these events would put a damper on such a gathering, but even though half the party-goers were confined to the kitchen due to the fact that the only exit was through the newly-renovated swimming pool of a living room, we all banded together in a roaring rendition of our school song and chuckled.

What will become of the rotten remains of 10 Conley? Only the wrecking ball will tell. Before leaving last Saturday night, we surveyed the rubble, and noticed that our old living room had been put together with putty, a couple of rotted four and twenty frequently suspended by the grace of God.

We must now reiterate the words of the shivering scout who noticed the CRACK, CRACK, SMASH... WE ALL FALL DOWN: “Those are the charms of living in the country.”

CJM3Q gets new station manager

By Jamie S. KORIU

“The transition from the Sheppard administration to the Henning administration was not one which went smoothly and during his year at the post many of the loyal CJM3Q volunteers left the organization due to conflicts of personality, interests and circumstances,” stated a former executive member. “There was always tension in the air when I walked into the office. It wasn’t fun anymore.” Others were less pessimistic about Mr. Henning’s leadership: “Wayne worked really hard to get the station where it is today. CJM3Q has changed for the better under him, despite all of the negativity,” said Mr. By, student Corporation Representative.

The Henning era at CJM3Q has come to an end, leaving Bishop’s Radio at another crossroads. Taking the helm is Nicholas Mayes, a Concordia graduate who's road to Lennoxville has been a long and trying journey. After a failed attempt at working from a base in Canada, Mayes headed to the former Yugoslavia and the rest of the Balkans to engage in a research project. "It was like being on the Antarctic," Mayes said. "I was with the 98 Ice Storm, which was a real pain," said Mayes. When he finally returned to his native Ottawa area he was dealt a large blow — one which would lead him to change his future. "My father fell ill," stated Mayes. "I wanted to do my Masters, but with dad falling ill I had to reassess my priorities. So I enrolled at Algonaug College and did a hands on radio and telecommunications training."
Hypothermania 2000 an overall success

SRC looks to break even financially

By Meghan O'Hara and Jennifer Watson

With Frost Week quickly forgotten, Bishop's University is tentatively set to join the APBU (Association professors Bishop's University).

"There is very little I can say about this at the moment because it is in the hands of the ministry of labour," said the head of the APBU, Loretta Cernits.

Cernits went on to add that the part-time professors have gone and organized themselves with or without the help of the existing full-time faculty union. "Whether or not they decided to join the APBU they were going to unionize," Cernits added.

"It's been a long time coming," said part-time professor Davie Westmen. When asked about why the part-time faculty feel it is in their best interests to unionize, Westmen explained, "We feel excluded." He went on to add that "salary is much lower compared to other universities across the country."

Salary, although a major factor, is not the only concern that the part-time professors have. "We have no job security at all. We teach one semester and have no idea if we will be teaching in the future," Westmen added. Cernits also added that "their work has been very unstable."

"Part-time is a misery," said Westmen. "We are teaching just as much as full-time professors."

The part-time union will not be on an equal level with the APBU, but rather a component of the union. The members will negotiate their own collective agreements with the administration. When asked if the APBU supported the part-time union Cernits responded simply "Oh yes."

As it currently stands, the part-time professors have made a formal application to the minister of labour to receive status as labour organization. When and if this status is received they will be in a position to collectively negotiate their contract with the administration. As it now stands part-time professors must negotiate their contract individually.

Saturday afternoon's brain accumulation of sales over $800 before the Gaiters' basketball games. Due to low temperatures, however, the bar was unable to remain open later in the evening. Still, specials continued at the Loth that evening.

Financial problems for the event are not available. However, profits and expenses are expected to be identical between the SRC and the University. The SRC wanted to point out that generating a profit was not the focus of the winter carnival. Rather, the weekend was to integrate the community.

"Look up, look way up..." The Molson Ice Castle on display during Hypothermania 2000.

Martin Sherlock

The new Champlain shuttle. Melinda Stenberg Photo

Over $150 was made in sales of hot dogs alone. Sntiff to say that this money is a well received bonus to all SRC clubs involved.

On Saturday night, there were over 300 children in attendance. These great numbers were a result of cooperation between Big and Best Buddies, who sponsored various activities at the Pub.

"We are very appreciative of Big and Best Buddies for their planning and involvement," Mr. Wood continued. As well, the SRC wants to extend thanks to the children's assistant team who were in charge of the midway. The twenty night rides from 11 am to 1:30 pm were always full.

Mr. Wood and David Hamilton, the SRC Director of Finance, were pleased with the overall result of the weekend's activities. This year's SRC will propose to continue the new Hypothermania tradition to next year's council in place of the upcoming elections at the end of the month.

"Advertisements contain the only truth to be believed in a newspaper."

Mark Twain

Part-time faculty to unionize

By Matt Saunders

We are all Gaiters in Faire, auntie, and uncle that is, "some suggest." Freshmen, 15, 8097.

Secret of your degree being a three-year effort, a two-year success, a five-year fun-time or a six-year spectacle, where all Gaiters are to feel above our heads. We came to Lennoxville in search of something, anything, that would make us something more. Did despair you hear? We remember seeing the mothers, the fathers, and the censure place that bell adays. We move into the south, the shaking of mornings' nurses' hands, the joy in having a boy that locked for our courses and the sudden realization of the friendship through thought that the gas station sold beer. Kings, kings, come short, kings. Yet did not like the Las Vegas sign (right).

The hour that first morning, after then motion. The Fresh Group selection. 420, 68 N I O U I, Beef Curtains. What the hell? Painted Noodleshell screaming your name at Commercial, calling you to task.

You picked your courses (or they picked you). You win in that thing called a sports complex (where we use the term "fun") and the team was down to 15 when you take their bread. Then, you're running down you back, the pounding of your heart before echoing through your head.

You do not want to be there. No one does.

Field Day, a 3-hour party session at the football field, every last for poets, judges, and nakedness, nakedness everywhere (women who were smoking all across the highway). Comrades, yesterday's, in blue, and the now niezbędn Poli relationship. "The hoops, Rogers and women bodies ever seen are not to good together. The birds of the funsten. Dew's was a mini to this at its supposed potential only to leave you with so many meals of Cerf.

In time, your vision was expanded, The Golden Lion and that first up of Puke ("You can't keep it with you, Bud."). The patio at the Four Corners, the powdercoated bars, the back door makes. And if there wasn't room for you, there was the Grid, the dirt in one corner, value results in the kitchen. The looking that day was all over, instead of in bags.

The Campus
Vol. 55, No. 9
Looking for new editors since 1944
February 10, 2000

The Campus
Vol. 55, No. 12
Looking for gainful summer employment since 1944
March 30, 2000

A final toast
Four years in the Lennoxvegas bubble

By Mark Carter

Salary, although a major factor, is not the only concern that the part-time professors have. "We have no job security at all. We teach one semester and have no idea if we will be teaching in the future," Westmen added. Cernits also added that "their work has been very unstable."

"Part-time is a misery," said Westmen. "We are teaching just as much as full-time professors."

The part-time union will not be on an equal level with the APBU, but rather a component of the union. The members will negotiate their own collective agreements with the administration. When asked if the APBU supported the part-time union Cernits responded simply "Oh yes."

As it currently stands, the part-time professors have made a formal application to the minister of labour to receive status as labour organization. When and if this status is received they will be in a position to collectively negotiate their contract with the administration. As it now stands part-time professors must negotiate their contract individually.
L'UNIVERSITÉ DE SHERBROOKE

Céouvrir

- Plus de 1200 chercheuses et chercheurs œuvrant dans ces domaines de recherche: sciences pures, génie, santé, lettres et sciences humaines, éducation, droit, administration et théologie
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Matt Saunders looks back at '69' things to love about Bishop's

On the mighty Massawippi shore...
Since it's the end of the year we decided it would be a

Bishop's fans out in full effect... until the rain came.

Bert Noel and Dave McBride are taking care of business on that memorable first Sunday of Frosh Week.

Fashion in...

**MOTION**

**ARE YOU READY?**

Tomorrow
10:30p.m.
The Pub
CJMQ Beach Bash 2000
$5 in advance, $6 at the door
Tickets available at Doolittle's

"Coming straight out of Compton", VP Internal Ryan Wood crashes The Campus staff party.

The Campus
great idea to have a little fun with our photo archives

Dave Millard's 'little general' was one of the many casualties of this year's ski season. Mr. Millard dared himself to jump the parking barrier, then slipped and broke the thing with, well, you get the picture. Luckily, the alcohol numbed the pain.

Bishop's Athletic Awards
See page 20 for more coverage

Bishop's University: preparing tomorrow's leaders, today

Double the power of your degree

Go directly to Work!
In Direct Marketing

a new 12-month post-graduate certificate program

Education that gets a response

In just twelve months, Humber College's program in Direct Marketing gives university grads what it takes to start an effective career. You'll learn to: develop strategies, conduct research, manage databases, apply accounting and financial planning principles, and make contact with direct marketing employers. You'll also take part in an 8-week field placement within the industry. Call (416) 675-6622, ext 4705, or fax (416) 675 2186.

www.business.humber.on.ca

In our January 20th issue we irresponsibly stated that "Dave Petch would find no love". Mr. Petch was gracious enough to provide us with photo evidence to the contrary. Thanks to Nancy Morin and Gillian Dinning, Dave would find all the love he needed.
“Speak the truth, but leave immediately after...”
"Over the bottle, many a friend is found." - Hanan J. Ayalti
"Candy is dandy, but liquor is quicker." - Ogden Nash
Wine comes in at the mouth
Love comes in at the eye
I lift my glass to my mouth
I look at you and sigh.
Message from the Principal

As a member of the Class of 2000 you have an unprecedented distinction—you are the first graduating class of the new millennium and as such are poised to help build the knowledge-based economy of which we hear so much today. You also have the distinction of joining 9000 other Bishop’s graduates who, like you have enjoyed what we commonly refer to as the “Bishop’s experience”. Our founder’s intention was “to offer the country at large the blessings of a sound and liberal education” and each generation of graduates has redefined these words into a contemporary context. However, important principles of the past remain. Your education, I hope, has been broadly based and is one that has and will continue to stimulate thinking, questioning and evaluating. I also hope the personal attention you received at Bishop’s will guide you towards a sense of community and responsibility as an educated citizen wherever you choose to live.

Like Bishop’s alumni before you, members of the Class of 2000 will become valued leaders of our society in arts, law, medicine, business, education and communications. Whatever your future holds I hope you will look back to your time at Bishop’s and realize your education not only helped prepare you to make a living but also prepared you to make a good life. I wish each and every one of you much good health, happiness and success and I congratulate you on your graduation from Bishop’s University. Don’t forget to come back; Homecoming is meant for you.

Principal Janyne Hodder
Message from the SRC President

Before my first year of university, one worry plagued my 19 year old mind “What would my roommate be like?” I worried throughout the summer about meeting her.

Then, on the first day of school, my new roommate sat me down and plainly told me we should have separate friends. It was a crushing blow. But, little did she know, a long standing truth at Bishop’s would prevent her plans. At Bishop’s nobody has “separate friends”. At Bishop’s, we’re all connected. I have discovered that this connection is what keeps us distinct.

Each year we get “The Quad” to display this truth. Bishop’s may bring to mind small classes, good professors, and a picturesque campus, but the experience connects us. From Rallen debates in Centennial to Maestro Fresh Wes concerts in the pub, from purple Jesus parties to national championships, our memories will keep us connected band of Bishop’s gaiters long past graduation.

And so to my roommate of first year who eventually succumbed to my charms, I have but one message: There are no separatists at Bishop’s.

Andie Gordon
SRC President
FACULTY

WILLIAMS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
BUSINESS:
Sylvie A.F.A. Béquet, James L. Bowey, Peter G. Cunningham, Réjean L. Drolet, Steven R. Harvey, Marc Kaltenbach, Paul Leventhal, Robert M. MacGregor, S.E. (Lissa) McRae, John R. Oldland, Bill Robson, Robert B. Schenk, Arshad Taseen, Gregory B. Vit, Lourdes Zubieta, ECONOMICS:
Keith Baxter, Cecil B. Haver, Fakhari A. Siddiqui, Robert A. Sproule, Marianne Vigneault, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION:
Nicole Ferguson, Frances E. Halliday, Carol Mooney, DIVISION OF HUMANITIES CLASSICAL STUDIES:
Patricia Coyne, David Seale, DRAMA:
Ian Gaskell, Rebecca. Harries, George Rideout, Jo-Jo Rideout, Jonathan Rittenhouse, Greg Tuck, ENGLISH:
Joanne Craig, Claire Grogan, Kenneth H. McLean, Joanne S. Norman, Garry V. Retzlaff, G. Glen Wickens, Robert Brown, ÉTUDES FRANÇAISES ET QUEBÉCOISES:
Michel Carle, Jean Levasseur, Michel A. Parmentier, Bertrand Boutin, Diane Potvin, FINE ARTS:
James Benson, Margaret Lawther, David Sorensen, Gwendolyn Trottein, Ophra Benazon, Monique Nadeau-Saumier, HISTORY:
Michael J. Childs, Louis G. Harvey, Brian A. Jenkins, Karl H. Wegert, MODERN LANGUAGES ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND COMPOSITION:
Stephen Sheeran, Sandra Ward, GERMAN:
Karl J. Kuepper, Dr. phil. (Muenster); Professor Peter Bernath, GISELA HERMANN-KUEPPER, ITALIAN:
Gianni Di Lullo, SPANISH:
Céline Dudemaine, Emilia Deffis de Calvo, MUSIC:
Jack D. Eby, Tom Gordon, Andrew P. MacDonald, PHILOSOPHY:
James Crooks, George F. Englebrechten, RELIGION:
Robert W.E. Forrest, Harvey W. White, DIVISION OF NATURAL SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES:
Donald F. J. Hilton, Kerry Hull, Virginia L. Stroeker, Robert K. van Hulst, CHEMISTRY:
Robert D. Cook, James D. Craik, G. Hewson Hickie, Elizabeth Prusak, Mihai Scarlete, Ronald B. Yeats, COMPUTER SCIENCE:
Charlie R. Carman, Lin C. Jensen, Nelly Khouzam, Dimitri Vouloumis, MATHEMATICS:
Andrew P. Dean, Nacera Mellal, Brad N. Willms, PHYSICS:
George Jones, Martin Kamela, Patrick Labelle Lorne A. Nelson, DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCES GEOGRAPHY:
Norman K. Jones, Courtice G. Rose, Thomas Fletcher POLITICAL STUDIES:
Andrew F. Johnson, Ivan M. Myhul, Andrew J. Stritch, Gerald E. Tucker, PSYCHOLOGY:
Stephen L. Black, Andrea Drumheller, Anton F. de Man, Gilla Family, Stuart J. McKelvie, Lionel G. Standing, Dale Stout, SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY:
Melissa H. Clark-Jones, B. Gerry Coulter Loretta Czernis, Michael M. Lustigman, Edwina Taborsky, "Good teaching is one-fourth preparation and three-fourths theatre."
Gail Godwin
Students' Representative Council

Stephen Gendron (SAL-Off Campus), Kate Hughes (Social Sciences Senator), Amy Keirstead (Chair of Table Meetings), Ryan Wood (VP Internal), Joy Chandler (Executive Assistant), David Harrington (Director of Finance), Lindsay Grubbe (Recording Secretary), Phillip Camino (SAL-Off Campus), Andrea Gordon (President), Andrew Lacas (Business Senator), Erin Leith (Nat. Sci. & Math Senator), Kevin King (VP External), Sheila Curran (Humanities Senator), Ricky Jaggi (SAL-On Campus), Adriana Murphy (VP Academic), Ian Kent (SAL-Off Campus), Sven Byl (Corporation Rep.).

SRC Awards and Appreciation Night Winners

Portfolio Awards

Financial Affairs:
Wendy Wark
Lynn Mahoney
Kristina Lynham
Gabriel Thibault
Leah Thompson

Internal Affairs:
Frances Lambshead
Sean Kerklaan
Laura Parker
Jasmine St. Laurent
Scott Lacroix

External Affairs:
Erin Leith
Michael van Lierop
Scott Baker
BU Porter’s Office
Adam Frost

Presidential Affairs:
Joy Chandler
Heather Thompson

Valedictorian:
Forbes Campbell
Ray Lawson
Award:
Ryan Wood

Joseph E. Cassar Award:
Adriana Murphy

Joy Chandler
Executive Assistant

Purple Letter Awards:
Sarah Doran
The Women’s Centre
Genvieve Cote
Ian Cruikshank
Renee Robidoux
Lendsey Llewellyn
Jacqueline Novak
Christanne Loupelle
Jennifer Conroy
Allison Kinnucan

Divisonal Teaching Awards:
Dr. Gilla Family (Soc. Sc.)
Dr. Lorne Nelson (Nat. Sc.)
Dr. Patricia Coyne (Hum.)
Business: none

SRC Merit Award:
David Harrington
Lindsay Grubbe

Wendy Wark
General Manager

Non-SRC Awards

Intramural Awards:
Arash Madani
David Burridge
Jacqueline Novak
Scott Cavers
Rez Cup-Mackinnon

Dean of Social Sciences Award for Excellence in Journalism:
Arash Madani
Matt Saunders

Student Services Award:
Meredith Napier
Sarah Pelton
Quad Staff

Editors Message:

It is commonly said that history repeats itself. Our few years that we spend here at Bishop's is a snap shot of a time and space that has been, and will be paralleled many times. The photos in this years Quad have been compiled as your snap shot of the 1999-2000 life and times, your history, and your memoirs of the ever enduring tradition that is synonymous to Bishop's University.

As months turn into years and we all proceed down our respective pathways of life, I know that we can all be strong as our alma mater, and the spirit, the camaraderie, and the higher learning that was so predominant in our education here.

This years edition of the Quad would not have been possible without the help of a very dedicated staff. I would like to thank Ryan Shillington, Jennifer Nadeau, Melissa Repoli for thier dedication and perseverance to repeatedly ask for many of the photos that were rather difficult to come upon. Sonia Fisher for the many quotes and poems that tie this book together. Heather Crook, Holly Mackenzie, Ithia Morris, Marcus Gordon, Emily Bennett for their opinions, ideas, folio tabs, and copy. Mieke Tilley for her patience and computer background. This book could not have been possible without thier dedication and many great ideas to keep the tradition with a new edge. Lastly, I would like to thank Janice Cook, Jennifer LaPlante, Kristina Black, Jody Levoy and Sonia Fisher for many of the great ideas and memories from quite possibly the best time of our lives.

Adrienne Hudson
Editor-in-chief
BUBA (Bishop's University Boarders Assoc.)

BUCS
Steve Gendron, Jacquelyn Novak, Pat Osler, Telly Papageorge, Sean Kerklaan, Phil Colmar.

Campus
Matt Saunders, Mark Carter, Arash Madani, Melinda Stenberg, Tricia Davidson, Melissa Repoli, Clarissa Treadwell, Sheila Curran, Rom Manning, Nick Ross, Fred Gillespie, Bart Sears, Meghann O'Hara, Jenn Waslen, Jamie S. Kokiw, Adam Francis, Ngaio Richards, Matt Legault, Andrew Davidson.

Chapel Choir

Chemistry Club
Mark Konechy, Steve Roberts, Leigh Sowerby, Chris Klutz, Courtney White, Rikki Jagg, Amanda Donovan, Ann-Marie Chacko, Mike Lamb, Rachel Butler, Cindy Auger, Amy Keirstead

Chess Club
Cheryl Porter, Aaron Spreng, Shawn Luft, Mark Westberg, Kurt Heinrich, Nathan Sparold, Matt Zarema, Michael Thompson, Blair McRobie, Emilie Pelletier, Berni Waldman, Ricki Jagg.
Absent: Marcus Rodousakis, Peter Zaremba.
Classics

Computer Science

CIMQ Executive
Back Row: Nicholas Mayes, Julie Mayrand, Chris St-Jacques, Andrew Davidson. Front Row: Martin Haude, A.G. Klei, Amber Lewis

Doolittles

University Singers

Student Senate
Fine Arts
Allison Hepworth, Allison Kinnucan

Frontier College Executive
Jodi Oulette, Julian Stewart, Helen Dockerill, Lindsay Llewellyn, Jess Duguay, Sarah-Jane Mathieu, Adam Frost, Erin Lawrence, Justine Aslop, Sarah Pelton.

Geography Club

Grad Committee
Marla Pisegna, Emily Deacon, Kedrin Simms, Jasmine St-Laurent, Katie Haslet, Amber Lewis.

History Union

Muslim Association
Arsalan Khan, Ali Khan, Fayed Khaled
Rifle Club
Joshua Patrick Dubois, Jeremy Audet, Moirgoirita Bizina, Joshua Thériault, Era Jaczina

Plex.
Kelly Fennell, Sonya Latreille, Jason Tom, Sheila Curran, Gord Smith, Erika Robertson, Estelle Ethier, Tammy Leslie, Shannon Murphy.

Rock Climbing

Psychology Club Executive
Maryline Décarle, Stephanie Brown, Karina Ismail.

Women's Centre
Back Row: Michelle Osborne, Julie Lowry Leah Thompson. Front Row: Sylvie Corriveau, Katie Haslett, Tamy Superle.

Sociology Club
Fraternities
Sororities
First Floor:
Renée-Maud Gérin-Lajoie
Kim Fiore
Shelley Balkwill

210s & 220s:
Jach Orr
Derek Narteu
Andrzej Fista-Soga
Nicole Padilla
Mike Allison
Jill MacDougall
Cloe Chartrand
Lindsay Hales
Barbara Rumley
Steve MacGillivray
Carl Preston
Bobby Boucher
Amanda Johns
Jessica Lax
Charles Godbout
Lawrence Bastien
François Courtemanche
Jeff Appelbe
Erin Van Schaayle
Dan Hawker
Jacqui Cleaver
Jessica Zinger
Sandra Kuchta
Chris Sheater
Katrina "Sexy" Blanchard
Joyce Achampong

230s & 240s:
Shirin Cromwell
Brooke Gadapee
Holly Stallin
Mark Courneya
Raina Delisle
Turkey (James) Freeman
Ruby Parhar
Meaghan Palynchuk
Philip Mansfield
Michael Elliott
Amy Hobouti
Andrea Chiaromita
Rob Dyer
Rebecca Hagen
Will Sharp
Goff Conrad
Val Seeglitz
Derek Henderson
Shannon Widenmaier
Marc Travers
Ross Fiore
Cheryl Porter
Marlegna Sz Punar
Nicole Hale

310s & 320s:
Norah Hegan
Dave Sewell
Shannon-Lisa Ropelski
Chris Becon
Liz Graham
Chris Bird
Tina Childs
Gavos Barry
Jenn Morrissey
Venessa Furlong
Paul Kingston
James Stratton-Crawley
Shannon Wilmont
Mike "Carl" Mahoney
Jodi Thiboutot
Sonel Verma
Sarah Stewart
Gavin Greene
Abit Scheffold
Tia Caroleo
Jess Roberts
Mariana Aviles-Suarez
Adriana Davila
Andrea Wright
Rachel Chadwick
Brendt Lambert

330s & 340s:
Jenn Waslen
Sean McPherson
Mike Crompton
Jaffray Hill
Stacey Farber
Patrick Dyer
Angela Howran
Catherine Fiddick
Gilles Colon
Sean McPherson
Meaghan O'Hara
Gill Swan
Michelle McIntosh
Liz Caron
Erin Harrington
Molly Bath
Janeen Abougoush
Cliff Brown
Vanessa Angell
Dorothy Stachura
Alison Stevens
Caitlin Isbister
Laura Deyell
Kristina Copestake
Rocio Alvarez
Greg Dempsey
Jamie Beddis
We, the RA team, had high ambitions for this year: to keep the bottle privilege all year long. Not a small feat for a rez who’s name had been tarnished in previous years. As it turned out, this year surpassed all our expectations. With five weeks to go, we still have the privilege, no one was evicted and everyone seems to be having a great year.

Things to remember: Bowling x2, RA auction, pre-football BBQs, Mack alumni party (!), how many people can fit in Charles’ room (answer: over 90), sausage fest, tuna fest, Rez cup, Szmieg (?) and many more...

It says a lot, I think, that our biggest incidents all had a comical aspect to them. Whether it was a resident losing its bum virginity to the arches (sweet mother of God!) or another “gratifying himself in the lobby”-as one witness put it, the good thing was that there was an amusing aspect in most of your antics. For that I thank everyone because it certainly made my year most enjoyable! Je vous embrasses connards.

Your beloved RA, Charlezzz
NORTON
Norton Naughties Floor by Floor
1999-2000:

Basement - "It's not just a building, it's a way of life."
Proudly sponsored by Kokanee, home of the Teen Wolf.

First Floor - Why have a threesome when you can have a foursome?
Second Floor - Mutton anyone? Home of the incredible transforming R.A.s and loud music...but no BLUE!
Third Floor - A tossed salad of cocky east and west coasters mixed with a little Swedish-Mexican connection.
Fourth Floor - SLOTH and FORNIWhite...enough said.

Shannon Hodge
Matt Chittick
Kathleen Renihan
Joey Deschambault
Sarah Lowden
Oliver Hamel
Vince Remillard
Pierre Madinier
Kristina Smyth
Pierre-Lee Chicoine
Sean Rupka
Ammick Coulombe
Rayoung Yang
Peter Wallace
Mark Gillespie
Jeffrey MacDonald
J-P Poirier
Tim Straka
Stephanie Thibaudom
Jason Ryan
Alberto Carson
Ali Khazaei
Kurt Heinrich
Gilles Colon
Gen Bellemare
Frankie DiSalvo
Chris Vincent
Dan Dupuis
Rebecca Timmel
Jessica Fortier
Juliette Kringas
Lisette Nieuwenhuis
Rob Saikaley
Richard Holmes
Eva Dunbar
Kurtis Hammoud
Lori Morielli
Sarah Gales
Meaghan Bennett
Jessica Wallin
Jaime Ferguson
Mike Thompson
Peter Todd
Alex Cerda
Mathias Wik
Johan Falk
Jens Nordqvist
Fabio Forero
Jane MacLellan
Vanessa Silverberg
Carly St. Germain
Blair MacNeil
Jason Richard
Angie Algirre
Evelyne Aikman
Kristan Light
Katherine Hardiman
Mi-sun Lee
Carl Luther
Mark Olsen
Kevin Gregoire
Jane Moran
Stephanie Russo
Eddie Carter
Chris Newton
Amber Branny
Jennefer Rousseau
Lucy Rodgers-Wilson
Andrew Aucoin
Hollie Duvall
Jennie Booth
Rebecca Hardy
Amy Valls
Gabriela Abraham Estevez
Karla Silva
Oliver MacDonald
Jon Moulin
Greg Flynn
Jess Spence
Jenn McMullin
Jacquie Davy
Anthony Ayotte
Ju-hyung Kim
Hoang-Anh Nguyen
Bryna Dickson
Kuehner Kevin
Munster Lorne
Pollack Wannabees
The year has quickly gone and we find ourselves at the end of a truly unique experience. We leave for the summer with great memories, great friends, and maybe even some couch cushions.

Since we are so closely connected to Norton, many of our activities are done with them. This, however, does not mean that Pollack is not a separate entity! We’ve enjoyed such things as Secret Santas, late night movies, Assassins Week, Whitter’s Women, Duckie’s Dames, Ken’s famous mouse-capade, fighting the mondex laundry machines, exchange students from all over, the tower of couches, music from the 80s to Les Miserable to Celtic tunes, Dawson’s Creek, 3rd floor girls always on top, the decorations of 1st floor and much, much more. Pollack truly was the place to be!

Pollack is also a popular choice for guys...how could it not be with the all girls floor upstairs? With only one washroom on 3rd floor Pollack, it remains the only non-cooed place on campus.

We thank everyone for a fantastic year...we couldn’t have asked for a better group of residents. Best wishes to all.
ABBOTT

The 1999-2000 year was a great success in Abbott! We hope that the last bunch of Abbotteers of the Millennium lived an unforgettable Bishop's Experience. May the memories of Homecoming, Assassin's Week, the Shoehorn Snatcher, fun nights with friends, pizza parties, procrastinating and cramming, residents on fire, etc...forever live in your minds! Best of luck in your future endeavors! Raise a toast to BU!
-Eva & George
First Block:
- Amelie Lamoureux
- Keith Maddison
- Krista Purdie
- Stephen Martell
- Manon Essiambre
- Matthew Favaro
- Jacqueline Aubie
- Christopher Whaler
- James McIntosh
- Jeffrey Osaki
- Parker Eye
- Michael Leonard
- Jamie McDonald
- Alicia Cooper
- Maggie McConnell
- Natalie Rowter
- Brigitte Barrette
- Alyson Saunders
- Sarah-Jane Mathieu
- Kelly-Ann Neary
- Anthony Richards
- Rick Lamanna
- Trevor LaClair
- Andre Borys

Second Block:
- Seth Brown
- Eva Budnik
- Phil Arbour
- Lindsay Mills
- Adrianne Poulos
- Elisabeth Gratton
- Jeff Queen
- Marie-Laure Baudet
- Jennifer Mummery
- James Holloway
- Beth Saunders
- Allan Braden
- Bradlee Tabah
- Jennifer Boni
- Julie Gregoire
- Wing Yiu Mak
- Stephanie Marra
- Teresa Kerklaan
- Andre Sullivan
- Erin Davis
- Aaron Foley

Third Block:
- Lauren McCusker
- George Dimacacos
- Tara White
- Brent Bassermann
- Michael O'Brien
- Michael Szmigiel
- Natalie Lazar Adler
- Brian Restall
- Angela Brkich
- Oliver MacDonald
- Josee Julien
- Jason Lister
- Brooke McCunn
- Omar Allam
- Sheila Dick
- John Kaye
- Charley "CJ" Jacobs
- Richard Niels
- Pierre Vicarini
- Shawn McDonald
- Mark Gillespie

Fourth Block:
- Melanie Viglas
- Casey Yerxa
- Michelle Beaulac
- Samantha Gutierrez
- Julie Petrusa
- Normand Brunner
- Carlo Mornina
- Michael Thompson
- Gaelle Dyevre
- Lisa Ienzi
- Kara Mortveit
- Katie Dyck
- Christoffer Ringdal
- Shuo Li
- Leigh Sowerby
- Yue Li
- Eric Wilson
- Jodie Moniz
- Kurt Heinrich
- Genevieve Chagnon-Lampron
- Tina McShane
- Monica Badall
- MArly Harwood
- Jacquelyn Novak
First Block:
Katrina McIntosh
William Connors
Rhianydd Bellis
Charles Savoie
Natalie Brown
Santiago Gomez
Nadia Cerelli
Kevin Morin
Stanislav Frenzel
Evelyn Onuschuk
Stephanie Lalonde
Kathleen McAllister Munn
Robert Lloyd
Amanda Wells
Ian Stephens
Andrew Pelletier
Genevieve Bellemare
Shelley Spring
Ildiko Glaser
Colleen Starnaman
Thomas Ward
Sieglinde Robinson
Paul Ward
Sonia Papakhian

Second Block:
Mark Atkinson
Pablo Castillo
Nathaniel O'Toole
Lesley Levesque
Elisha Dillon
Matthew MacCallum
Jennifer Stobo
David Hudson
Dallas Neville
Adam Henebury
Michael Kerwin
David Creamer
Byoung-Houn Kang
Santino De Toni
Adam McGee
Todd Shaver
Jeroen Snoek
Cynthia Boudreault
Katherine Marshall
Meghan Cameron
Maura Mackinnon

Third Block:
Todd Reid
Kelly Dewhurst
Daniel Rennie
Damien Carel
Celine Rodriguez
Lianne Gibson
Elizabeth Burrow
Melina Bikhazi
Johanna Malley
Brian Patterson
Bernard Nijdam
Matthew Laidlaw
Adam Arsenault
Benoit Tiberghien
Jonathan Cherry
Darren McCready
Simon Hess
Pamela Delahunt
Emma Knights
Sara Penny
Jaime Lenet

Fourth Block:
Kevin Hurley
Jill DeYoung
Nicholas Carlone
Joelle Wendt
Marten Bergstrom
April Hadley
Yannick Bouchard
Samantha Burton
John Horn
Martin Renauld
Stephan MacCallum
Fayad Khaled
Erin Ferguson
Jill Simpson
Marie-Andree Sayegh
Jennifer MacDonald
Scott McLean
Cindy Auger
Danny Allen
Amanda Bell
Anne-Michelle Lacourarie
Bruno Parillo
Jennifer Rast
Charles Wayne John
Munster

First Block:
Anna Dick
Ashraful Islam
Maia Michailof
Louis Cyr
Keith MacCannell
Raymond Tai
Diana Snyder
Eric Tiseo
Louise Bartleman
Jan Goslinga
Melissa Blais
Alexandre Godbout
Hilary Archibald
Nicole Freeman
Kathy Bird
Abril Sarabia
Nicholas Floersch
Harold Bauerle
Bjorn Martin
Joel Henderson
Alison Brandon
Kimberly Davey
Chelsea Bastable
Tracy Davey

Second Block:
Rachel Henshaw
Kevin Kirk
Joshua Pearl
Heidi Mainse
Susan McDonnell
Simone Rocine
Gillian O'Rourke
Leigh-Anne Yawylak
Meaghan Stevens
Mark VancooG
Clara Whitman
Jason Blais
Philip Verlinden
Eva Gnonon
Angela Greevy
Julie Thwaites
Victoria Newman
Stephen George
Jaimie Murdoch
Ryan Barker
Suzanne Awad

Third Block:
Alexander Fabian
Keiko Fujita
Lisa Wilson
Michael Bougie
Masataka Noda
Keltie Anderson
Andrew Lynde
Eva Jazcina
Alexender Schaal
William Fiener
John Daly
Sefan Stanczykowski
Umaru Mansaray
Patricia Gonzalez-Gigori
Maria Abbatiello
Erin Boyd
April BeeneY
Adrian Robinson
Gabriel Rousson
Buuan Lam
Matthew Furrow

Fourth Block:
Julie Cajolet
Sarah Paul
So Yeon Kim
John Stephenson
Sarah MacKenzie
Julie Lemire
Sonia McNally
Annie Theroux
Tim Prendergast
Jennifer Bird
Paula Toovey
Marie-Andree Vine
Laura Smith
Craig Leroux
Roberta Stephen
Lorne Esslinger
Lindsay Bourque
Jaqueline Quinn
M. Shannon McA'Nulty
Franco DiSalvio
Michael Johns
Nadia Wechslerberger
Michael Lamb
Breanna Saulnier
In Memory of Stewart Graham

“I'd like to be the sort of friend
that you have been to me.
I’d like to be the help
that you’ve been always glad to be.
I’d like to mean as much to you
each minute of the day.
As you have meant, old friend of mine
to me along the way.”
Edgar A. Guest

‘Nuff said.
Our love now and always
~ Your “gang” at B.U.